TheraSIP™ Swallowing Exerciser, Kathleen Smead

The only tool that uses resistance exercise and also acts as an incentive device. This unique new system is an easy-to-use tool to strengthen the weakened swallow. Using micro-resistance straws and a measuring cylinder, the client is instructed to make an “effortful suck,” press the tongue tip firmly against the ridge behind the top teeth, and swallow using an “effortful swallow.” The micro-resistance straws only allow trace amounts of water to be generated per swallow. As the amount of water drawn increases, smaller, more difficult resistance straws are introduced, progressing the exercises in difficulty. This neuromuscular resistance exerciser is designed to promote repetitive swallowing practice outside of treatment and to keep clients on thin liquids. Works excellently in conjunction with NMES.

Kit contains: gauged cylinder with sliding guide to mark fluid levels; set of straws; measuring cup; instructional manual; and recording sheets • Single-client use only

#MCC82773 $52.75 kit

Therapy Tools

TheraSIP™ Professional Series (PS)

Autoclavable Professional Series. This professional version allows multiple-client use but includes one TheraSIP Swallowing Exerciser for individual use.

Kit contains: four stainless-steel micro-resistant straws, one TheraSIP Swallowing Exerciser for individual use, a 50-ml measuring cylinder, graduated cup, nose clip, baseline measurement forms, and instructional manual in a carrying case

#MCC82861 $396.00 kit

Practical Applications in Dysphagia, Jamie Stevens with Susan Flandarina

Manual of forms, ideas, suggestions, exercise programs, and educational materials for speech clinicians working with clients with dysphagia. Reproducible forms include evaluation tools, disorder-specific guidelines; treatment suggestions; diets and recipes; and flow sheets.

Training the Caregiver supplements Practical Applications in Dysphagia with 14 clinical examples to help with patient problems such as aspiration and choking. Results of modifying diet and results of techniques covered. Accompanying teaching guide includes script, suggestions, and references for supplementary materials in the manual. Both can be used with clients, caregivers, and clinicians.

170 pages, softcover • 20-minute DVD

#MCC82640 TRAINING CAREGIVERS DVD $67.75 ea

Swallowing Disorders Treatment, Second Edition, Edward Hardy and Natalie Morton Robinson

Manual covers assessment topics, rehabilitation techniques, and compensatory techniques. Material on esophageal disorders, detailed information on performing a FEES exam, a new MBS form, normal age-related differences, rehab techniques, and latex allergies. Included is an easy-to-understand, high-quality DVD that includes step-by-step demonstrations of all the popular techniques and strategies. Two separate sections focus on compensatory strategies and rehabilitation techniques.

227 pages, softcover, wire binding • Printed DVD script • 40-minute DVD

#MCC88854 $82.00 ea

Dysphagia in Movement Disorders, John C. Rosenbek and Harrison N. Jones

A thoroughly practical and easy-to-use handbook for clinicians who evaluate and treat dysphagia in clients with movement disorders. Covers the depth and breadth of dysphagia in clients with Parkinson’s disease, progressive supranuclear palsy, dystonia, Huntington’s disease, and others. Includes sections on normal swallowing, an overview of procedure to evaluate swallowing, medical and surgical management approaches, and special nutritional considerations.

224 pages, softcover

#MCC82827 $109.75 ea

Now on DVD

Dysphagia in Movement Disorders, John C. Rosenbek and Harrison N. Jones
Dysphagia Treatment

**Swallow Right**, Roberta Pierce  Effective activities to correct swallowing disorders. Up-to-date 12-lesson program meets ASHA's guidelines for evaluation and treatment of oral myofunctional disorders. The clearly organized activities encourage effective treatment in small groups, individual therapy, and home carryover. The complete program covers theory, treatment, and tracking charts. Covers three important stages: training muscles to develop movement patterns, teaching to swallow correctly, and habituating correct rest posture and swallowing patterns. 141 pages, softcover, wire binding  
#MCC81621  $68.00 ea

**Feeding and Swallowing Disorders in Dementia**, Jacqueline Kindell  This informative manual and practical guide draws on research performed by experts to highlight the feeding and swallowing difficulties of clients with dementia. It focuses on the needs of the individual by giving practical questions to be asked when making an assessment. This assessment is a step-by-step process for staff and caregivers to observe, document, and manage feeding and swallowing difficulties. Reproducible masters of forms, schedules, and checklists included to aid implementation. 125 pages, softcover, wire binding  
#MCC81987  $81.00 ea

**Contemporary Considerations in the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Head and Neck Cancer**, Phillip C. Doyle and Robert L. Keith, Editors  Gives a broad vision related to concerns that influence rehabilitation for those with head and neck cancer: voice, speech, and swallowing. Part I gives general context for the issues of treatment, care, and rehab. Part II addresses medical treatment and influence on voice, speech, and swallowing. Part III focuses on the post-treatment process. Part IV addresses essential issues that influence post-laryngectomy outcomes and reconsiders comprehensive programs. 764 pages, hardcover  
#MCC82250  $96.00 ea

**A Practical Approach to the Management of Saliva (Second Edition)**, Amanda Scott and Hilary Johnson  Introduces the theory and practice of drooling remediation for clients of all ages based on theoretical and clinical expertise. Gives a framework for assessment and outlines a range of interventions to meet individual needs. Each chapter begins with learning outcomes. Includes eating and drinking skills, oral-facial facilitation, behavior management, appliances, drugs, and surgery. Gives functional task suggestions, case studies, and clear diagrams. 167 pages, softcover  
#MCC81622  $74.75 ea

**Swallowing Images™ Charts**  Swallowing exercises and mirror all on one chart! Helps maximize client-family understanding and compliance with the treatment program. Each set reinforces swallowing exercises and encourages strengthening of the specific muscle groups used in swallowing. Nine illustrated exercises with easy-to-read descriptions placed around an acrylic mirror. Back of card includes general suggestions, and space for individual instructions. 10/pk. 8½" x 11" • 3" x 4" mirror • Colored, heavy stock  
#MCC8817  SWALLOWING IMAGES  $33.00 pk  
#MCC8841001  SWALLOWING IMAGES, SPANISH  $32.00 pk  
#MCC81658  SWALLOWING IMAGES 2  $31.00 pk  
#MCC8841101  SWALLOWING IMAGES 2, SPANISH  $31.00 pk

**Radiographic Interpretations of Swallowing**, Bonnie Martin-Harris, Fred M.S. McConnel, and Steven J. McMahon  Learn to interpret videofluoroscopic swallowing studies to identify swallowing disorders and determine treatment options. Numerous case studies of individuals with differing medical etiologies are presented. Helps identify anatomical structures for swallowing on a radiographic image, identify swallowing disorders, determine appropriate treatment options, and identify appropriate uses of compensatory swallowing techniques and maneuvers. CD only  
#MCC82456  $127.75 ea
Feeding Management Tools

**3D Swallow** The ultimate aid to understanding swallowing disorders—now on DVD! Client disc is a 15-minute instructional video that uses animations to introduce the client, family, nursing staff, or administrators to dysphagia; precautions that can be taken against this disorder, treatment options, and common terminology. The professional disc contains biomedical animations of normal swallow and eight common forms of dysphagia. Allows visualization of swallowing difficulties.

Two-disc set
#MCC82272 $140.75 ea

**The Dysphagia Diet Protocol™ (DDP) Guidelines** Describes a prescribed diet (preface) as well as liquids, puree, mechanical soft, and soft diets. Each diet outlines appropriate food consistencies and foods to be avoided. Colored sheets reduce explanation and instruction time and give personalized diet plans for use immediately after a swallow study or upon discharge from a hospital. Upgrade or downgrade a dysphagia diet with minimal instruction and help improve consistency of dysphagia management.

Each topic has 30 sheets
#MCC82222 DDP, ENGLISH $125.75 set
#MCC82223 DDP, SPANISH $125.75 set

**Meal Time Matters, Jennifer Brush** A complete program for training nursing and caregiver staff in building skills related to dining, swallowing disorders, and safe feeding. Includes trainer notes for conducting the session, detailed script to accompany the PowerPoint presentation; 45-minute PowerPoint presentation including interactive exercises; participant handouts; skill checklist; 8-minute DVD to discover solutions to common mealtme challenges; and pre- and post-test for learning assessment. One 90-minute class or three shorter sessions to improve safety during meals, increase intake during meals, and reduce dehydration.

Kit contains: CD, DVD, carrying case, and printed material
#MCC82624 $79.75 ea

**At the Table** This magnetic therapy tool provides a new, engaging, and interactive way for therapists to approach language, memory, naming, and direction-following. Cleverly designed specifically for adult clients to engage in interactive tasks. Durable magnets include 34 familiar table items, 34 matching table item names, and 80 stimulus questions that address locating, naming, yes/no response, problem-solving, and safety. Magnetic board sold separately. Details, p. 30.

Kit contains: 64 magnets, stimulus questions, and storage envelope
#MCC83000 AT THE TABLE $55.75 kit
#MCC83002 MAGNIFICENT BOARD $20.75 kit

**Feeding Individuals with Swallowing Disorders, ASHA** Elicits discussion about “good” and “bad” feeding practices. The segment is short and depicts common feeding practices in healthcare settings. The video is presented a second time followed by on-screen questions for those who might have trouble initiating discussion or to reinforce key points needed by the staff. Discussion questions and learning tips will help participants share ideas to improve the feeding experience, clarify feeding misconceptions, and point out good feeding practices.

CD and manual
#MCC8245S $79.75 ea

**Management of Speech and Swallowing in Degenerative Diseases, Third Edition,** Kathryn Yorkston, Robert Miller, and Edythe Strand A superb addition to your treatment materials for adults. Each updated chapter covers a specific degenerative disease—ALS, Parkinson’s Disease, Huntington’s Disease, and Multiple Sclerosis. Practical guide that covers etiology, assessment elements, and speech/language management of each disease. Also includes interview protocols, reproducible handouts, and more.

253 pages, hardbound
#MCC888807 $87.00 ea
Tongue Press
Developed by Kathleen Smead, this is a clinically developed therapy tool for strengthening the tongue. Research-inspired, it incorporates the principles of exercise and resistance training for improved speech and swallowing abilities. Filled with water, it adjusts by loosening or tightening the valve. The water-filled bulb is placed on the tongue and pressed against the hard palate. The harder the client presses, the higher the indicator rises. By practicing repetitively, the client increases strength. It can be sent home with client for practice three times daily.

For individual use only
#MCC83066 TONGUE PRESS $20.00 ea
#MCC83067 TONGUE PRESS 4/PK $76.00 pk

Patent pending

SwallowGuide™ Easy-to-read checklist format allows you to individualize such items as type and consistency of diet, positioning, and bite/sip size and control. Gives space for listing devices, menu plans, and procedures. It is easy to replace the checklist with a new one as changes are made in your client’s diet or guidelines.

Chart Size (8½” x 11”) for distribution to client or staff, or Wall Size (11” x 17”) for posting.

Bright colors, pads of 50 sheets
#MCC88 832601 CHART, SPANISH $22.75 pk
#MCC88 832501 WALL, SPANISH $22.75 pk

Swallow Safely, Roya Sayadi and Joel Herskowitz A guide to recognizing and dealing with swallowing problems before they become life-threatening. Intended to provide information about swallowing, related problems, prevention, and treatment. Discusses how things can break down, tells what symptoms to watch for, guides the reader in getting help, and discusses various forms of treatment. Also includes a guide to medications. A great reference for clinicians and a guide for caregivers.
200 pages, softcover
#MCC882933 $27.75 ea

Swallowing

Innovative jaw rehab products...

Closed-loop handle
Super Chews Chewable surfaces feature a closed-loop handle for easy grasping. The solid stem is for practicing biting and chewing skills and prevents saliva collection.

6/pk
#MCC82754 GREEN SMOOTH $33.75 pk
#MCC82755 RED TEXTURED $33.75 pk

For mature jaws
Blue Chewy Tubes have a larger diameter and a thicker wall on the bitable stem. Intended for mature jaws.
6/pk
#MCC82438 $50.75 pk

For increased tactile stimulation
Knobby Tubes™ Use these knobby tubes with clients who need increased tactile stimulation. Small stem with raised “dots” and vivid green color.
6/pk
#MCC82202 $53.75 pk

Follow the Swallow®, Jo Puntit-Shelton Flipbook that helps clients, family, and therapists understand and see the motion of both normal and disordered swallowing. Enlarged insets of oral area on each page. Flip pages of these full-color illustrations to show motion of both normal and abnormal swallowing. Text explanations are provided for each illustration.
72 pages, durable card stock
#MCC88 8335 $60.75 ea
Oral Sensory Tools

**Oral Images™** Each set has 12 basic oral exercises to help strengthen mouth area and muscle groups in adults with various neurologic disorders, following head/neck surgery, or with other conditions resulting in swallowing problems. Exercises displayed around a small plastic mirror mounted in the middle of heavy paper. Easy-to-read explanations facilitate independent practice and self-monitoring by the client. Original images provide basic exercises. **Images 2** expands these with more strengthening. Both give immediate visual feedback, general suggestions for use, and space for individual instruction. 10/pk.

*8½" x 11" • 3" x 4" mirror • Colored heavy card stock

#MCC80610 ORAL IMAGES $31.00 pk
#MCC840001 ORAL IMAGES, SPANISH $31.00 pk
#MCC81650 ORAL IMAGES 2 $31.00 pk
#MCC840101 ORAL IMAGES 2, SPANISH $31.00 pk

**Wedge Cup** A valuable cup to aid clients with injuries, dysphagia, or other swallowing difficulties. The unique design allows the cup contents to be drained without moving the patient’s head back. The wedge designed to fit inside the cup directs the flow of the liquid through the opening in the lid without head movement. Has an adjustable flow control and large handle. Both hot- and cold-compatible and can be used with thickened liquids. **Dishwasher-safe**

#MCC711352 $44.75 ea $37.75 ea (3+)

**Sip-Tip™** One-way valve holds fluid in the straw, reducing the amount of air ingested and the effort required to sip. The valve gives moderate restriction, giving more control of quantity taken and helping move fluid to the front of the mouth. The soft lid seals around the straw and tumbler, providing spill-resistance while stabilizing the straw for easier access. An optional mouthpiece is available for those needing assistance with lip closure and/or mouth placement.

Sold only in packs of three cups, lids, and valves, and 10 straws. Optional mouthpieces sold separately in packages of six.

#MCC82079 SIP-TIP, 3/PK $29.75 pk
#MCC82089 MOUTHPIECE, 6/PK $19.00 pk

**Provale Drinking Cup** Delivers “small swallows” (specific, predetermined volume) of thin liquid in a normal drinking motion. Prevents over-delivery, promoting safer swallowing and more independence. Use one or two easy-grip removable handles. Separate chamber inside delivers the specific volume in each mouthful without the need to suck. Comes apart easily and is dishwasher-safe.

#MCC82323 5 CC $47.75 ea
#MCC82323 10 CC $47.75 ea
#MCC82323 5 CC, 5/PK $200.75 pk
#MCC82323 10 CC, 5/PK $200.75 pk

**Oral Sensory and Motor Treatment Prescription Kit**, Gayle Burditt A unique prescriptive resource with more than 245 reproducible exercises for use with adult clients. Illustrated and reproducible exercise cards for lip, cheek, jaw, tongue, and palate make difficult-to-explain exercises easy to prescribe. Assists in treatment of oral sensitivity, dysphagia, dysarthria, and apraxia, and in common medical diagnoses such as CVA and geriatric diseases. Unlimited right to photocopy. Index includes cross-references for phoneme production.

Kit contains: 245 cards (3½" x 4½") with tabs, two plastic sleeves, index, storage box

#MCC80470 $200.75 kit

Dysphagia/Oral Motor

AliMed.com FAX 800.437.2966 800.225.2610
**Ice Finger** Research shows this thermal stimulator stays cold throughout the entire therapy session! Helps improve oral motor and oropharyngeal strength and sensation for clients with feeding and swallowing impairments. The totally sealed, malleable gel core is frozen for thermal stimulation and can be refrozen so one can be used per client for the entire duration of therapy. For additional stimulation, it can be dipped into sour substances. The small grip at the top makes it easy to evoke mouth opening, insert for sucking, or to overcome a hypersensitive gag reflex. Easy to use with clients who resist intraoral stimulation or have difficulty following one-step commands. Each is 4" long below the handle and is ¾" in diameter. 5/pk.

#MCC81868 $53.75 pk

**NEW! Using the Ice Finger in Therapy, Jennifer Hanners** This very specific manual provides information on how the Ice Finger can be safely and effectively used by clients, family members, and therapists. 12 pages, softcover

#MCC83060 $15.99 ea

**Res-Q-Vac® Suction Toothbrush** Reusable single-client oral hygiene toothbrush and suction instrument to help those with swallowing difficulties perform routine oral care. When connected to suction, it removes food buildup and mucus as well as plaque, bacteria, and fluid from the mouth during brushing. The bristles are soft and gentle. The Res-Q-Vac provides a hand-powered suction system that does not require a power source and is completely portable. Replacement canister and tubing available. The brush (for use with hand-powered vac) has a plugged port to provide continuous suction. Also available is a brush (#MCC82967) that has a finger-controlled open port to regulate the suction needed by some clients.

Combo kit contains: suction toothbrush with plugged port, hand-operated pump, canister (for collection), and tubing
• Additional brushes can be purchased separately in packages of 6

#MCC82966 RES-Q-VAC COMBO KIT $147.00 kit
#MCC82965 REPLACEMENT CANISTER AND TUBING, 10/PK $258.75 pk
#MCC82967 SUCTION TOOTHBRUSH (WITH OPEN PORT), 6/PK $46.75 pk
#MCC82968 SUCTION TOOTHBRUSH (WITH PLUGGED PORT), 6/PK $47.75 pk

**DentaSwabs®** Keep these on hand to assess intraoral sensitivity levels and to promote muscle tone and proprioceptive awareness. For normalizing oral sensitivity and for lip and tongue exercises. Rectangular shape fits snugly on the hard palate, and long handle allows good access. 100/pk.

Handle: ¾"L • Foam tip: ¾"L • Untreated, individually wrapped

#MCC82359 $49.75 pk

**NUK® Massagers** This rounded massage brush has soft rubber flanges arranged at the head to give effective stimulation in any direction. The handle is thick and contoured for easy grasping. Great for oral-motor facilitation, stimulation, and desensitization. Each client should have his or her own massager. Wrapped individually, 6/pk.

#MCC80997 $29.75 pk

**Laryngeal Mirror** One-piece chrome mirror allows safe, easy cleaning and icing, unlike other 2-piece mirrors that can come apart in the mouth if the client has a bite reflex. Retains cold and accommodates liquid (sour stimuli) for enhancing thermal stimulation.

Two sizes: 00 mirror (10 mm) facilitates light touch; 0 mirror (12 mm) appropriate for oral cavity exams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>$36.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$37.75 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thermo-Stim** Glass-free. Made of spun stainless steel with a baked thermal handle protector. Great cold retention. A soft Bite Guard (sold separately below) can solve bite reflex issues. Bite Guard cushion slides over the Thermo-Stim shaft, protecting the teeth from damage. Two sizes facilitate individual treatment plans.

Adult, 9¼'L • Pediatric/Geriatric, 5¼'L • Safe for autoclaving or dishwasher

**THERMO-STIM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADULT</td>
<td>$53.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDIATRIC/GERIATRIC</td>
<td>$58.75 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BITE GUARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADULT, 10/PK</td>
<td>$15.00 pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDIATRIC/GERIATRIC, 10/PK</td>
<td>$15.00 pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pocket T.O.M. An anatomical model ideal for hands-on demonstration, training of tracheostomy care, and discussion of tracheostomy and nasogastric tube placement issues. All parts come in a storage case that fits in your pocket! A stoma is provided in the lower neck area to allow demonstrations, and the nare is open to allow insertion and placement of suction catheter or nasogastric tube. The kit includes a cuffed tracheostomy tube, Passy-muir valves (2000, 2001, 007), valve secure strap, warning label, 5cc syringe, simulated nasogastric tube, and support stand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82947</td>
<td>Standard (5” x 5⁄8”) • Mixed colors</td>
<td>$136.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC82947</td>
<td>$136.75 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tic-Tong® Flavored Tongue Depressors Facilitate great interaction during oral motor therapy. They help make any exam faster and less stressful for your clients. Tutti-frutti flavored. Standard (5” x 5⁄8”). Individually wrapped, disposable. Plastic, contain no sugar, latex, or medicine substance. 40/pk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82273</td>
<td>STANDARD</td>
<td>$14.75 pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC82274</td>
<td>STANDARD, 3PK/CS</td>
<td>$42.00 cs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oro-Navigator The first tool specifically designed to promote lateral tongue movement. Use it to navigate the tongue from side to side or up and down. Placing the open side around the tongue allows the tongue to be moved within the oral cavity. Great for resistance exercises, yet small enough to prevent gagging. This tool now comes in clear plastic, which means you can actually see the tongue through the material. Constructed of medical-grade materials that are FDA-compliant so teeth and oral tissue will not be injured with a tonic bite. Narrow handle allows easy placement. Contains no lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex. 5/pk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82295</td>
<td>Dishwasher-safe</td>
<td>$24.75 pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tracheostomy Tubes and Ventilator Dependence in Adults and Children, Kelly VanDahm and Sally Sparks-Walsh Covers tracheostomy and ventilator issues in all ages. Practical and easy to read, it incorporates anatomical drawings and photographs into text. Covers anatomical overview, clients with complex medical needs, endotracheal and tracheostomy tubes, communication options, tracheostomy and dysphagia, and hygiene issues. Includes reproducible protocols for swallowing and in-line speaking valve trials; normal values for monitoring client’s condition; an extensive glossary; and vendor list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82205</td>
<td>177 pages, softcover, spiral-bound</td>
<td>$82.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contemporary Considerations in the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Head and Neck Cancer, Philip C. Doyle and Robert L. Keith, Editors Gives a broad vision related to concerns that influence rehabilitation. Addresses numerous issues regarding voice, speech, and swallowing. Part I gives general context for the issues of treatment manner, care, and rehab. Part II addresses medical treatment and influence on voice, speech, and swallowing. Part III focuses on the post-treatment process. Part IV addresses essential issues that influence post-laryngectomy outcomes and reconsiders comprehensive programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82250</td>
<td>764 pages, hardcover</td>
<td>$96.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Diet Modification

**Resource® Thickened Beverages Brik Paks**

Color-coded, 8-oz. containers of pre-thickened beverages in two consistencies. The thickened juices are 100% orange or apple juice or 27% real cranberry juice cocktail. **Thickened Dairy** drink is 2% reduced-fat milk in vanilla flavor that encourages clients to drink more. **Thickened Water** has a refreshing, authentic water taste. The 8-oz. serving size helps maximize fluid intake. No refrigeration required—shelf life up to 12 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC88866</td>
<td>Orange juice—nectar consistency</td>
<td>$47.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88875</td>
<td>Orange juice—honey consistency</td>
<td>$40.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88876</td>
<td>Apple juice—nectar consistency</td>
<td>$40.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88877</td>
<td>Apple juice—honey consistency</td>
<td>$40.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88880</td>
<td>Cranberry cocktail—nectar consistency</td>
<td>$47.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88897</td>
<td>Cranberry cocktail—honey consistency</td>
<td>$47.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88882</td>
<td>Thickened dairy—honey consistency</td>
<td>$36.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88883</td>
<td>Thickened water—nectar consistency</td>
<td>$28.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88884</td>
<td>Thickened water—honey consistency</td>
<td>$28.75 cs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thik & Clear** Controlled thickness—NO CORNSTARCH! Thickens any food without distorting the taste. Reaches final thickness in five minutes and will not continue to thicken—liquids prepared in advance will not over-thicken. Can be mixed with any liquid. Available in 8-oz. cans (average 51 servings) or individual serving (5-gram) packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC88886</td>
<td>Nectar, 200/CS</td>
<td>$59.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88887</td>
<td>Honey, 200/CS</td>
<td>$59.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88888</td>
<td>Nectar, 12/CS</td>
<td>$118.75 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC88889</td>
<td>Honey, 12/CS</td>
<td>$118.75 cs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Simply Thick Gel Thickener** No graininess, cloudiness, or aftertaste. This gel—not powder or starch—produces clear beverages, adds no taste, and cannot clump! Hot or cold beverages ready in seconds with always the same consistency. Single-use packaging eliminates spoons, scoops, or open containers.

Nectar comes in 0.5 oz. packets, honey in 1.1 oz. packets. Mix with 4 oz. of liquid. **Not for use with infants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82335</td>
<td>Nectar, 200/CS</td>
<td>$73.00 cs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC82334</td>
<td>Honey, 100/CS</td>
<td>$63.00 cs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Dysphagia Diet Protocol™ (DDP) Guidelines

Simple, easy-to-read guidelines prepared especially for dysphagia diets. They describe a prescribed diet (preface) as well as liquids, purée, mechanical soft, and soft diets. Each diet outlines appropriate consistencies of food, and foods to be avoided. Colored sheets reduce explanation and instruction time, and give personalized diet plans for use immediately after a swallow study or upon discharge from a hospital. Upgrade or downgrade a dysphagia diet with minimal instruction. Helps improve consistency of dysphagia management.

Each topic has 30 sheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCC82222</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>$125.75 pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC82223</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>$125.75 pk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dysphagia Aids

Power Mixer  Mixes and blends up to 20 oz. faster and easier than any other method. Just add ingredients, blend, and pour or drink right from the container. Small enough to carry. Lightweight and compact, with a quiet motor, screw-on lid, and measuring guide in millimeters and ounces. One-touch switch. Durable acrylic is cold- and heat-resistant.

Directions included  • Dishwasher-safe  • Requires six AA batteries (not included)

#MCC80626  POWER MIXER  $23.75 ea
#MCC74603  AA BATTERIES, 12/PK  $30.75 pk

TheraSTRAWS  Controls the size of the sip and helps keep clients on thin liquids using a set of graduated straws of four different sizes. Smaller straws can be inserted into larger ones to expand the outer diameter for those with weakened lip strength. Used for assessment and for limiting swallow size of thin liquids. Easily bent by microwaving and cleansed for reuse. For individual use.

Pack contains: One of each size (4)

#MCC82790  $21.75 pk

Thick-It®  A low-sodium, cornstarch-based powder used to achieve the appropriate food and liquid consistencies for clients with dysphagia. Dissolves instantly, thickening hot or cold liquids or pureed foods. It’s easily digested and does not bind water or fluids. Original is for moderate thickening; Thick-It 2 is for double thickening. Packet mixes with 4 oz. of liquid.

THICK-IT® ORIGINAL
#MCC8815  8-OZ. CANS, 12/CS  $95.00 cs
#MCC80632  0.28-OZ. PACKETS, 200/CS  $118.75 cs

THICK-IT 2®
#MCC80173  8-OZ. CANS, 12/CS  $151.00 cs
#MCC80639  0.16-OZ. PACKETS, 200/CS  $162.00 cs

Dysphagia Diet Solutions, Becky Dorner  This new edition is a complete guide to diet modification! It covers defining diets, nutritional information, discussing dining issues, oral supplements, safety and preparation, and surveys for facilities. The recipes include ideas for presentation, level of modification, and nutritional information.

250 pages, ring binder, DVD

#MCC82452  $48.75 ea

Dual Cup  Finally a disposable “chin neutral” cup—no longer wait for plastic cups to be returned from the kitchen! It’s dual because it can be used as a regular cup when the client is ready and because it has a perforated cutout that removes with just a twist. It is convenient and sanitary, suitable for use at bedside, at meals, or on a cart—ready whenever the client needs it. The rim provides a generous cutout with room for the nose, allowing the client to drink without tilting the head. Because it’s paper, it can be squeezed to direct the liquid flow.

Directions for use are printed on the cup.

#MCC83062  DUAL CUP, 25/PK  $8.00 pk
#MCC83063  DUAL CUP, 100/PK  $22.00 pk
#MCC83064  DUAL CUP, 250/PK  $40.00 pk

Customers also bought...

Disposable

Pill Crusher/Pulverizer  Easily crushes hard-to-swallow pills into powder. Storage container inside the cap.

#MCC82363  PILL CRUSHER  $5.75 ea
#MCC82 36320 PILL CRUSHER, 20/CS  $102.75 cs ($5.14 ea)
#MCC82 36350 PILL CRUSHER, 50/CS  $205.75 cs ($4.12 ea)
Drinking and Feeding Aids

**Feeding Assistant™** Feed thickened or pureed food to clients not quite ready for spoon feeding. Flexible 5½” nozzle delivers food into the mouth and can be squeezed or bent to individualize pace of feeding and size of bolus. The 8-oz. cup holds entire serving, multi-layer plunger allows varied pressure in forcing food through side port.

Institutional dishwasher-safe

#MCC8320 FEEDING ASSISTANT $79.75 ea
#MCC82 3002 FEEDING ASSISTANT, 2/PK $138.75 pk
#MCC80861 ADDITIONAL TUBES, 2/PK $31.75 pk

**Maroon Spoons** Sturdy plastic spoons have narrow, shallow bowls to allow food to slide off easily. For clients who need to be fed or are beginning self-feeding but have poor lip closure, oral hypersensitivity, or tongue thrust. Especially useful for assessment or when starting on solid food, since the amount of food can easily be limited. Two sizes of bowls fit a variety of needs. Small bowl holds slightly less than ½ teaspoon, larger bowl slightly more. Durable plastic stands up against reflex biting. 10/pk.

#MCC80177 SMALL (1” BOWL) $15.00 pk
#MCC80178 LARGE (1¼” BOWL) $16.75 pk

**Res-Q-Vac® Suction Toothbrush** Reusable single-client oral hygiene toothbrush and suction instrument helps those with swallowing difficulties perform routine oral care. When the hollow handle is connected to suction it removes food buildup and mucus as well as plaque, bacteria, and fluid from the mouth during brushing. Does not require a power source and is completely portable. Replacement canister and tubing are available. The brush for use with hand-powered vac has a plugged port to provide continuous suction.

Combo kit contains suction toothbrush with plugged port, hand-operated pump, canister (for collection), and tubing. Additional brushes sold in packages of 6.

#MCC82966 RES-Q-VAC COMBO KIT $147.00 kit
#MCC82965 REPLACEMENT CANISTER AND TUBING, 10/BX $258.75 bx
#MCC82967 SUCTION TOOTHBRUSH (WITH OPEN PORT) 6/PK $46.75 pk
#MCC82968 SUCTION TOOTHBRUSH (WITH PLUGGED PORT) 6/PK $47.75 pk

**SafeStraw®** This reusable straw holder helps with oral motor control of liquid bolus and prevents choking or aspirating! Can be used with any normal straw (not included) and fits a variety of drinking containers such as cups and bottles—a discreet tool. Each suck delivers approximately one teaspoon of liquid. The fluid chamber, one-way valve, and float limits the amount of liquid entering the straw. Once suck is stopped, float sinks to the bottom and is ready to deliver another teaspoonful. Two versions: White Straw Holder is used with thin liquids and the Blue is used for nectar-thickened fluids. 12/bx.

Reusable with single-client use

#MCC83007 WHITE STRAWS $100.75 bx
#MCC83008 BLUE STRAWS $100.75 bx
#MCC83009 VARIETY (6 EACH OF WHITE AND BLUE) $100.75 bx

**Now reusable!**

**People Feeder** An alternative to syringe feeding. For thick or pureed food. Plunger forces food through a side port into 5½” soft nozzle that can be bent and squeezed to help deliver food into mouth. Clear plastic, easy disassembly for cleaning. 250 ml (8 oz.).

Institutional dishwasher-safe

#MCC80621 PEOPLEFEEDER $116.75 ea
#MCC80861 ADDITIONAL TUBES, 2/PK $31.75 pk

**Glossectomy Spoon** Transports the bolus of food to the oropharynx. Especially useful for people who have had tongue surgery. The spoon is placed as far back into the oral cavity as possible. When the operating knob is pushed forward, the pusher delivers the food from the spoon onto the base of the tongue. More acceptable to clients than tubes because it resembles regular flatware. Made of plastic and stainless steel. Can be taken apart for cleaning and sterilizing.

Spoon: 6½” L • Spoon bowl: 1” W x 1½” L

#MCC80622 $217.75 ea

**Dysphagia Cup** Weighted base slows tremors to aid with self-drinking. Wide handle. Oval shape to direct flow of liquid. Nose clearance allows clients to drink without tilting head.

8 oz. • Autoclavable and dishwasher safe • Polycarbonate

#MCC80298 TRANSLUCENT GREEN $23.75 ea
#MCC80299 ALMOND $22.75 ea

**Flexi-Cut™ Cups** Generously cut-out rims. Squeezing the rim of the cup controls and directs the liquid flow. 5/pk.

Dishwasher-safe • Translucent plastic

#MCC80179 S, (1 OZ., PINK) $13.75 pk
#MCC80181 M, (2 OZ., BLUE) $13.75 pk
#MCC81 4905 L, (7 OZ., GREEN) $21.75 pk
**Assessment**

**Functional Linguistic Communication Inventory (FLCI)**, Kathryn A. Bayles and Cheryl K. Tomoea
Evaluates communication level of patients with moderate-to-severe dementia in 30 minutes. Ten subtests assess greeting and naming, writing, following commands, and more. Use to set treatment goals and develop client management plans and discharge summaries. Reports reliability and validity data and helps determine dementia severity, preserved functional skills, and vulnerable functions.


#MCC82027 FLCI $286.75 kit
#MCC83084 RESPONSE RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $86.75 pk

**Dynamic Cognitive Battery—Geriatric (DLOTCA-G)** Lowenstein Rehabilitation Hospital, Israel
This new dynamic assessment was designed to be used with patients aged 70 and over and specifically addresses physical and mental factors that can accompany aging by offering larger components, reduced pictorial detail, multiple-choice questions, and shorter administration time. Consists of 24 subtests in 8 cognitive areas: Orientation, Awareness, Visual Perception, Spatial Perception, Praxis, Visuomotor Construction, Thinking Operations, and Memory. Provides reliable, valid, and predictable information that can help assess client’s cognitive or social level, chart a course of treatment, and track changes over time. Provides standardized testing procedures and established norms.

DLOTCA-G kit contains: manual, scoring forms, manipulatives, and carrying case

#MCC82972 $314.00 kit

Now streamlined, this individually administered, comprehensive, norm-referenced assessment battery was designed to identify, describe, and quantify cognitive-linguistic deficits in the geriatric population (55+). The subtests (now seven) have been combined and updated to assess immediate memory, temporal orientation, spatial orientation, general information, situational knowledge, categorical vocabulary, and listening comprehension. These results can be combined to form an overall Information Processing Index. Periodic retesting can provide objective data and document progress. Assessment can be completed in 30 minutes.

RIPA-G:2 kit contains: examiner’s manual and 25 examiner record booklets in sturdy storage box

#MCC82978 RIPA-G:2 $168.75 kit
#MCC83043 ADDITIONAL EXAMINER’S RECORD BOOKLETS (25) $88.00 pk

**Environment & Communication Assessment Toolkit for Dementia Care**, Jennifer Brush, Margaret Calkins, Carrie Bruce, and Jon Sanford
A supportive environment is crucial to elderly residents’ abilities to express needs and desires. This evidence-based toolkit helps improve functioning and communication by providing assessment tools and intervention procedures. This person-centered kit will identify activity performance deficits with quick yes/no questions, evaluate the environment to identify barriers and problems, and pinpoint individualized recommendations (over 300 provided) for intervention. Can be completed in 30 to 60 minutes.

Toolkit contains: 104-page manual, sequencing cards, gray scale contrast tool, reading test, reproducible assessment forms, CD-ROM, light meter, and sound meter.

#MCC83039 Environment & Communication Assessment Toolkit for Dementia Care $245.75 kit
#MCC83084 RESPONSE RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $86.75 pk
Dementia Therapy & Program Development, Peggy Watson and Nancy Shadowens. A step-by-step guide to developing appropriate protocols, this book includes reproducible forms and directions for candidate identification, proper screening and evaluation tools specific to this population, how to "stage" the client, and how this process drives goals and interventions. Also teaches how to write an evaluation and overcome fear of determining medical necessity for dementia programs (#1 reason for denial). Authors show how to use evidence-based interventions for successful goal outcomes and dozens of free or low-cost activities to utilize during intervention. It addresses functional maintenance plans, quarterly screens, and how swallowing problems relate to dementia. Also includes goal banks for communication, mobility, behavior, socialization, and dysphagia in an interdisciplinary approach.

125 pages, spiral-bound

#MCC83021 $60.00 ea

How to Communicate with Alzheimer's, Susan Kohler. This practical guide and workbook helps connect to clients with Alzheimer's, dementia, confusion, and memory loss—and any condition that affects communication. It can be used by therapists, caregivers, friends, and families coping with lost communication with the client or loved one. Provides "how-to" approaches to facilitate communication, gives a solid base of practical (not medical) knowledge (e.g., where to go for further help), and helps increase awareness of communication difficulties. Includes chapters on the importance of communication, deterioration of communication, communication strengths, strategies, activities, troubleshooting difficult behavior, and resources and references.

138 pages, wire-bound

#MCC83065 $18.00 ea

Spanish-Bilingual Versions

Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Tests—Fourth Edition, Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell. An individually administered, norm-referenced assessment of how well a client can match a word that is heard (in English) to objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. This multiple-choice format test consists of 190 items presented in a developmental sequence of concepts reflected in home, school, or media. Age-related starting points and ceilings (set number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items (the critical range) is administered. Test is untimed but can be administered in about 20 minutes; scoring is easy and takes about 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, and percentile ranks. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

ROWPVT kit contains: Examiner's manual, test plates, and 25 record forms

#MCC83006 ROWPVT-4 ENGLISH $159.00 ea

#MCC83037 ROWPVT-BILINGUAL $175.00 ea

Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Tests—Fourth Edition, Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell. Tests how well a client can name (in English) the objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. The 190 items are presented in developmental sequence that reflects current concepts experienced through home, school, or media. Tests retain the use of prompts and cues (shown on the Record Form) to make sure examiners attend to the relevant aspects of each illustration. Age-related starting points and ceilings (number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items is administered. Test is untimed and can be given in about 20 minutes. Scoring is easy and takes less than 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, and percentile ranks. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

EOWPVT kit contains: Examiner's manual, test plates, and 25 record forms

#MCC83005 EOWPVT-4 ENGLISH $177.75 ea

#MCC83038 EOWPVT-4 BILINGUAL $175.00 ea

Cognitive-Communication Disorders of Dementia, Katherine Bayles and Cheryl Tomoeda. Diagnose and treat dementia-associated communication disorders. Book provides assessment, direct and indirect interventions, and care planning for cognitive-communicative disorders of dementia. It also discusses dementia with specific disorders such as Down syndrome, Parkinson’s, Lewy body disease, Huntington’s, and frontotemporal dementia. The appendix provides culturally sensitive care.

256 pages, softcover

#MCC82831 $108.75 ea
### Dementia Guides

**A Therapy Technique for Improving Memory: Spaced Retrieval**, Jennifer Brush and Cameron Camp  
Step-by-step guide with dialogue examples offers individuals practice recalling information over progressively longer periods of time. Meet treatment goals by helping clients remember compensatory strategies, safety techniques, ambulation methods, and other activities of daily life. Includes detailed instructions, screening form, case studies, applications, reproducible worksheets, and other resources.  
90 pages, softcover, spiral-bound  
#MCC88 8615 $47.75 ea

---

**Memory Book and Other Graphic Cuing Systems**, Michelle S. Bourgeois  
All the information needed to successfully develop and use memory tools with older adults. Memory books, memory wallets, planners, memo boards, and reminder cards reduce confusion, anxiety, and frustration. Simple instructions, forms, templates, and resources for creating these systems are given with examples of content and format. Presented in an easily accessible way for clinicians and caregivers.  
120 pages, softcover  
#MCC82758 $43.75 ea

---

**Whole Brain Workouts**, Marge Engelman  
These 125 reproducible fun and thought-provoking workouts range from knock-knock jokes to brain teasers to puzzles and visual illustrations. Also includes a mental fitness evaluation and workout planner. CD included has a PDF for quick printouts.  
180 pages, softcover, CD  
#MCC82943 $59.75 ea

---

**Double-Sided Image Therapy Cards**  
These offer an innovative and realistic approach to expressive and receptive language therapy. Use for word finding, categorization, naming, and reminiscing. Each double-sided card pictures an object on one side, and repeats the object along with the name on the other side. The five categories have 20 cards each and include animals, transportation, foods, around the house, and items found indoors.  
Box contains: 100 cards (8” x 4½”), dividers, instruction card, and sturdy plastic container  
#MCC82994 $81.00 bx

---

**Feeding and Swallowing Disorders in Dementia**, Jacqueline Kindell  
Highlights the feeding and swallowing difficulties of clients with dementia. A practical guide offering potential strategies, it focuses on the needs of the individual by offering practical questions to be asked when making an assessment. This assessment is a step-by-step process to observe, document, and manage feeding and swallowing difficulties. Reproducible masters of forms, schedules, and checklists included.  
125 pages, softcover, wire binding  
#MCC81987 $81.00 ea
Memory

Memory Fitness,
Kathryn Kilpatrick
Suggestions help understand the basics of memory, the importance of paying attention, being organized, and having a positive attitude. Gives a better understanding of what impacts the ability to remember and treatment for individuals with memory problems. The Memory Fitness Toolkit adds a volume of brainteasers to the Extend the Memory strategies outlined in the manual. Includes a large variety of word puzzles to tease the brain and introduce possible activities that will help update the client’s memory fitness routine.

#MCC82619 MANUAL $21.75 ea
#MCC82839 TOOLKIT $27.75 ea

Flex Your Memory Cards
Stimulate auditory and visual recall with prospective memory triggers. This dual-concept tool is an innovative way to address retention, working memory, and prospective memory with clients who are developing strategies and need functional practice. White task cards provide information to remember. Green trigger cards show various (future) times and/or conditional parameters for recalling that information. Pairing a task card and a trigger card requires the client to use strategies to know when and what to recall. Additional ideas, variations, and suggestions are included.

Contains: 25 green trigger cards, 65 white task cards, instructions, and storage box

#MCC83029 $55.75 set

Reminiscing through the 20th Century,
Kathryn Kilpatrick
Clients will enjoy a journey through the times that shaped their lives—the 20th Century. Conversation, connection, and sharing stories occur while working on these fun puzzles and word games for seniors. Each book has one type: brain teasers, fill-in puzzles, word searches, and crossword puzzles. Large print and simple format. Suggestions for modifying to fit individual or group needs.

4 books, each 64 pages, softcover • Not sold separately
#MCC82976 $39.75 set

Joggin’ Your Noggin’, Mary Randolph
A set of two activity books to stimulate, entertain, and improve thinking, memory, and word-recall skills. The carefully crafted word games are aimed for those in mild or moderate stages of dementia. Over 70 fun and challenging word games to improve thinking and memory skills incorporate strategies of sound cues, visualization, fill-ins, and opposites. Sold in set only.

80-92 pages each, softcover
#MCC83026 $28.00 set

The 20th Century in Review,
Kathryn Kilpatrick
Designed for older adults to take a walk through all the years of the 20th Century. Each year has three headlines and six items that were popular during that year. It has a series of recall questions along with category-naming opportunities for each year. This is a reproducible resource with CD and directions. It provides conversational opportunities that can also be used for carryover activities that help family and friends engage and communicate about a wide variety of topics.

110-page manual, CD
#MCC83058 $36.00 ea

Daily Reminiscence Calendar,
Kathryn Kilpatrick
Designed especially for older adults so they can reflect on people and events that shaped their lives—while keeping track of current events. The perpetual calendar and accompanying CD becomes an excellent resource for therapists working with older adults. For each day there is a fact of the day, birthdays of 2 well-known people, followed by yes/no questions, multiple-choice options, and “fill-in the missing word” activity. Works great as a conversation starter!

370-page calendar, directions, and CD
#MCC83057 $46.00 ea
Activity Guides

**Can Do Activities**, Eileen Eisner
Strength-based approach to communication with Alzheimer's clients that focuses on the things they can still do. Ready for immediate use, it allows clinicians to observe and assess client preferences and to prescribe activities for different kinds of capabilities, including verbal/linguistic/visual, spatial/kinesthetic, intrapersonal/interpersonal, logical/mathematical, auditory/musical, and naturalistic. Includes many samples of assessments, resources, and supplies.

177 pages, softcover, spiral binding
#MCC88863 $83.75 ea

**Group Activities with Older Adults**, Vicki Dent
Develops and implements a range of activities. Structured around 10 different areas of activity needs: cognitive, creative, cultural, emotional, educational/employment, physical, sensory, self-esteem, social, and spiritual. This comprehensive, reproducible manual gives hints, tips, and suggestions for successful planning and delivery. Includes guidance on recording and evaluating activity programs.

144 pages, softcover, wire binding
#MCC82088 $68.00 ea

**Be Active with Games (BAG)**, Stein Gerontological Institute
Bag of 14 ready-to-use activities that delight and motivate clients. Each activity has all the instructions on a sturdy half-page card in an individual bag with the key supplies needed. Includes a variety of activities such as sorting, clipping coupons, bingo, telling stories, music and art projects, exercises, and table games. The instructional manual gives general procedures and ideas for making these work for various client levels.

Kit contains: canvas bag (12" x 4" x 6"), 11-page instruction manual, and 14 zip-locked bags of activities
#MCC80499 $204.75 ea

**Activity Pillow**
Offers simple activities that help keep busy hands occupied and minds calm. Diverts anxious clients and can stimulate conversation. High-quality, padded mat with straps to secure onto any bed or tray. Each item is permanently attached to help prevent swallowing or loss. Activities include zipping, buttoning, fastening/unfastening VELCRO® brand strip, and buckling.

22" x 15½" x 1" • Machine-washable
#MCC80385 $50.75 ea

**Discovery Apron**
Great for keeping hands busy, diverting negative behavior, and the compulsive undresser. Touching familiar textures with hands and fingers can calm the irritable client and bring comfort to those with little movement. Navy blue apron includes a large zipper, terrycloth flap, VELCRO® brand-edged flap, button flap pocket, bow to tie and untie, buckle, and soft flannel area. Can be individualized by placing personal items in the pocket. Comes with suggestions for use.

#MCC80386 $44.75 ea

**Reminiscence Puzzles**
Clients will enjoy reminiscing about playing a game of baseball, going to a dance party, or a Saturday night at the drive-in while working on these brightly colored, long-lasting wooden puzzles. Designed especially for adults, they can address cognition, attention, visual closure, and tracking/scanning. Included are 60 stimulus questions that target comparison/contrast, yes/no, and remote memory. Designed for easy storage, transport, and assembly, each puzzle comes with three image reference sheets for the client to use during assembly or while answering questions.

Set contains: Three 24-piece, 9" x 12" puzzles in a sturdy tote bag
#MCC83001 $100.75 set

**Nexus Magnet Shapes**
These are great for keeping minds and hands busy. These 25 magnetic shapes of star, circle, and square each come in four sizes. With a dry-erase marker on a 23”W x 17”H magnetic board (sold separately), have client connect various shapes, sizes, and/or colors. Vary degrees of difficulty with more shapes and complex instructions.

Contains: 25 shapes, instructional card, and storage envelope
#MCC82999 MAGNET SHAPES $27.75 set
#MCC83002 DRY-ERASE MAGNETIC BOARD $20.75 ea
**Assessment**

**Test of Early Communication and Emerging Language (TECSEL),** Mary Blake Huer and Lynda Miller

This revision of the Nonspeech Test is used to 1) assess and chart communication and language strengths and weaknesses and design interventions plans and 2) to make estimates about future language development. Includes both receptive and expressive color-coded items for easy diagnostic analysis of results. Includes flexible administration options and can be administered to verbal and nonverbal children 2 weeks to 24 months. Materials cross cultures in content, and pictures are appealing and laminated. Test contains all necessary objects needed for testing. Testing time is 15 to 45 minutes.


#MCC82937  $279.75 kit

**Kaufman Speech Praxis Test for Children,** Nancy R. Kaufman

Assists in diagnosis and treatment and identifies level of breakdown in a preschool child's ability to speak so treatment can be established and improvement tracked. Easy to administer and score in 5 to 15 minutes with children age one to 5.11 years. Measures child's imitative responses to the clinician, locates where child's speech system breaks down, and points to a systematic course of treatment. Individual sections help establish treatment goals and measure progress.

PRAXIS kit contains: manual, clinician's guide, 25 test booklets (each to be used twice), and plastic briefcase.

#MCC81093  $236.00 kit

**Now Bilingual Editions**

**Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Tests—Fourth Edition,** Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell

Totally updated, individually administered, norm-referenced assessment of how well a child (age 2 and up) can name (in English) the objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. It also features items for younger children. The 190 items are presented in developmental sequence that reflects current concepts experienced through home, school, or media. It retains the use of prompts and cues (shown on the record form) to make sure examiners attend to the relevant aspects of each illustration. Age-related starting points and ceilings (number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items is administered. Test is untimed and can be given in about 20 minutes. Scoring is easy and takes less than 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, percentile ranks, and age equivalents. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test—Fourth Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

EOVPVT kit: Examiner's Manual, Test Plates, and 25 Record Forms

#MCC83005  EOPVT-4 ENGLISH  $177.75 kit

#MCC83038  EOPVT-4 BILINGUAL  $175.00 kit

**Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test—Fourth Edition,** Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell

Totally updated in norms, images, word lists and sequences, this is an individually administered, norm-referenced assessment of how well a child (age 2 and up) can match a word that is heard (in English) to objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. This multiple-choice format test consists of 190 items presented in a developmental sequence of concepts reflected in home, school, or media. Age-related starting points and ceilings (set number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items (the critical range) is administered. Test is untimed but can be administered in about 20 minutes; scoring is easy and takes about 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, percentile ranks, and age equivalents. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test—Fourth Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

ROWPVT kit: Examiner's Manual, Test Plates, and 25 Record Forms

#MCC83006  ROWPVT-4 ENGLISH  $159.00 kit

#MCC83037  ROWPVT-4 BILINGUAL  $175.00 kit

**Evaluation and Treatment of Pediatric Feeding Disorders,** Cheri Fraker and Laura Walbert

Valuable strategies outlining exactly what to do with children who aspirate or have feeding aversion and refusals, behavioral feeding problems, and digestive disorders. Covers infants with varied appetites, and offers step-by-step methods to improve bottle, breast, cup, spoon, and self-feeding skills. Bonus medical reference guide, as well as photographs of positioning techniques, use of equipment, and much more. Addresses feeding problems associated with cerebral palsy, tracheostomy, tubes, autism, cancer, cleft lip and palate, GERD, and failure to thrive.

265 pages, softcover

#MCC82201  $95.00 ea

800.225.2610  FAX 800.437.2966  AliMed.com
Double-Sided Image Therapy Cards

These offer an innovative and realistic approach to expressive and receptive language therapy. Use for word finding, categorization, naming, and reminiscing. Each double-sided card pictures an object on one side, and repeats the object along with the name on the other side. The five categories have 20 cards each and include animals, transportation, foods, around the house, and items found indoors.

100 cards (6” x 4½”), dividers, instruction card, and sturdy plastic container

#MCC82994 $81.00 bx

Language and Literacy Rehabilitation Toolbox

A multi-modality treatment tool to use with adolescents who have language and communication needs: picture cards, 52 one-inch wooden capital letters in drawstring bag, square of black felt, blank dry-erase cards, and dry-erase pen. Instructional manual and cue cards provide standardized procedures required to help with communication skills in clients with mild-to-severe language impairments. The toolbox offers the flexibility to target auditory comprehension, verbal comprehension, memory, and reading and writing skills in both English and Spanish—all in one portable kit. Suggestions for treatment techniques and cueing strategies included. The 130 picture cards divide into 11 categories for easy selection, re-filing, and implementation. Names of functional objects, people, places, and special interests of today’s society are on the reverse side in large, bold text in both English and Spanish.

All items come in a portable 8”W x 9”L x 4”H storage box

#MCC82973 $126.75 kit

The Language Builder Card Sets, By Angela Nelson and Karen French Patterson

Emotion Cards

This set of cards depicts facial expressions and emotion-provoking scenarios with people of various ages and ethnicities. Half of the images are against a plain background, showing only the upper body and face, clearly depicting a single emotion. The remaining cards show people in real situations and activities with natural settings and contexts, inviting discussion about a range of emotions. Back of each card is numbered, labeled, and has suggested activities.

Set contains: 80 cards, instruction booklet in sturdy storage box

#MCC82953 $35.75 set

Language Builder Software

Great activities that take basic flash cards and put them in an interactive digital format. Based on the 550 images taken directly from Language Builder Picture Nouns 1 and 2, six different activities allow selection of words, word list, or categories. Activities include identification, matching, multiple choice, sorting similar images, and grouping. Also contains a voice recorder function, record keeping ability, and print option for worksheets.

Requires Windows XP or Mac OS 10.5.

#MCC82985 $101.00 ea

Picture Noun Cards

Stunning, child-pleasing, bright, photographic images from nine basic categories (animals, foods, vehicles, furniture, clothing, toys, everyday objects, shapes, and colors). The only flashcard set to offer 15 Basic-Stage Set (105 cards). In Stage One, two identical images are on white backgrounds, including shape and color cards. In Stage Two, five similar images are in their natural settings.

Set contains: 350 cards (3½” x 5”), stickers, dividers in storage box

#MCC82862 $154.00 set

Picture Nouns 2

This 200-card set of noun cards offers additional vocabulary building and is great for labeling, sorting, and teaching adjectives, functions, matching, and storytelling. Categories include vehicles, body parts, tools, musical instruments, insects, sea life, animals, clothing, safety signs, on the farm, foods, and everyday objects.

Set contains: 200 cards (3½” x 5”), instruction booklet in sturdy storage box

#MCC82954 $86.75 set
How Are They Feeling? These cards present a range of everyday scenarios and activities that may have a huge influence on children. They provide opportunities to discuss what it may or may not portray and provide a conversation starter or storytelling with individuals or groups. Scenes include parents arguing in front of daughter, visit to the dentist, feeding a pet, attending a nightclub, concert, festival, starting a race, and more. The accompanying booklet provides guidance for using the cards and the CD includes worksheets for each card.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instruction booklet, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82990 $80.00 set

What Are They Thinking? For stimulating animated discussion! Imaginative photocards offer innovative ways of initiating conversation with individuals and groups. Cards show situations of one or more people with empty speech bubbles over their heads. Children can guess what people are thinking and how they may feel in similar situations, then fill in the speech bubble verbally or in writing. CD contains all images for printing out individual worksheets. Can be used to strengthen thinking skills, increase vocabulary, storytelling, or creative writing.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82905 $79.00 set

Feelings Creative set of full-color cards illustrates a wide range of feelings in children and adults—from happiness to sadness, anger to fear, and many more. Some cards have one person, others show two or more people and how they interact. Some cards show positive, some negative, and some both kinds of emotions. Facial expressions, body language, and interactions shown on the cards will spark new vocabulary of feelings and emotions. Large format makes cards ideal for group work.

Contains: 48 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, and storage box.

#MCC82906 $79.00 set

So What Do You Think? Kathryn Kilpatrick and Joan Bryden A truly unique set of questions to get conversation started with older children. Each sturdy, coated 3½" x 4" card has different types of questions that can be answered briefly or be the beginning of an extended conversation: “What’s your favorite time of the day?” or “Describe a chore you don’t like to do.” The accompanying manual has the same questions and can be reproduced for writing down answers.

Set contains: 50 cards, box, and reproducible workbook.

#MCC80397 $40.75 set

Story Starters Boost creative conversation and thinking for building expressive language, storytelling, or creative writing. Each full-color card displays an image for the opening of a narrative. The images are grouped into fantasy, real-life adventure, travel, and mystery. Some images could relate to more than one category and can be used any way the child sees. The manual offers suggestions for each category and the CD allows each card to be printed off for individual use.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82904 $79.00 set

Decisions Encourages children to think logically, use reasoning skills, and make prompt and rational decisions. Designed to inspire conversation, each of these large-format, full-color cards depicts an unexpected or unwelcome situation varying from a minor difficulty like missing a bus to a major predicament like finding a pan on fire in the kitchen. Manual includes suggested activities and reproducible sheets. CD included to print off each card as required for individual work or carryover activities.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82907 $79.00 set

Language Builders

Story Starters

Boost creative conversation and thinking for building expressive language, storytelling, or creative writing. Each full-color card displays an image for the opening of a narrative. The images are grouped into fantasy, real-life adventure, travel, and mystery. Some images could relate to more than one category and can be used any way the child sees. The manual offers suggestions for each category and the CD allows each card to be printed off for individual use.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82904 $79.00 set

What Are They Thinking? For stimulating animated discussion! Imaginative photocards offer innovative ways of initiating conversation with individuals and groups. Cards show situations of one or more people with empty speech bubbles over their heads. Children can guess what people are thinking and how they may feel in similar situations, then fill in the speech bubble verbally or in writing. CD contains all images for printing out individual worksheets. Can be used to strengthen thinking skills, increase vocabulary, storytelling, or creative writing.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82905 $79.00 set

How Are They Feeling? These cards present a range of everyday scenarios and activities that may have a huge influence on children. They provide opportunities to discuss what it may or may not portray and provide a conversation starter or storytelling with individuals or groups. Scenes include parents arguing in front of daughter, visit to the dentist, feeding a pet, attending a nightclub, concert, festival, starting a race, and more. The accompanying booklet provides guidance for using the cards and the CD includes worksheets for each card.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instruction booklet, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82990 $80.00 set

What Are They Thinking? For stimulating animated discussion! Imaginative photocards offer innovative ways of initiating conversation with individuals and groups. Cards show situations of one or more people with empty speech bubbles over their heads. Children can guess what people are thinking and how they may feel in similar situations, then fill in the speech bubble verbally or in writing. CD contains all images for printing out individual worksheets. Can be used to strengthen thinking skills, increase vocabulary, storytelling, or creative writing.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82905 $79.00 set

Feelings Creative set of full-color cards illustrates a wide range of feelings in children and adults—from happiness to sadness, anger to fear, and many more. Some cards have one person, others show two or more people and how they interact. Some cards show positive, some negative, and some both kinds of emotions. Facial expressions, body language, and interactions shown on the cards will spark new vocabulary of feelings and emotions. Large format makes cards ideal for group work.

Contains: 48 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, and storage box.

#MCC82906 $79.00 set

So What Do You Think? Kathryn Kilpatrick and Joan Bryden A truly unique set of questions to get conversation started with older children. Each sturdy, coated 3½" x 4" card has different types of questions that can be answered briefly or be the beginning of an extended conversation: “What’s your favorite time of the day?” or “Describe a chore you don’t like to do.” The accompanying manual has the same questions and can be reproduced for writing down answers.

Set contains: 50 cards, box, and reproducible workbook.

#MCC80397 $40.75 set

Story Starters

Boost creative conversation and thinking for building expressive language, storytelling, or creative writing. Each full-color card displays an image for the opening of a narrative. The images are grouped into fantasy, real-life adventure, travel, and mystery. Some images could relate to more than one category and can be used any way the child sees. The manual offers suggestions for each category and the CD allows each card to be printed off for individual use.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82904 $79.00 set

What Are They Thinking? For stimulating animated discussion! Imaginative photocards offer innovative ways of initiating conversation with individuals and groups. Cards show situations of one or more people with empty speech bubbles over their heads. Children can guess what people are thinking and how they may feel in similar situations, then fill in the speech bubble verbally or in writing. CD contains all images for printing out individual worksheets. Can be used to strengthen thinking skills, increase vocabulary, storytelling, or creative writing.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82905 $79.00 set

How Are They Feeling? These cards present a range of everyday scenarios and activities that may have a huge influence on children. They provide opportunities to discuss what it may or may not portray and provide a conversation starter or storytelling with individuals or groups. Scenes include parents arguing in front of daughter, visit to the dentist, feeding a pet, attending a nightclub, concert, festival, starting a race, and more. The accompanying booklet provides guidance for using the cards and the CD includes worksheets for each card.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instruction booklet, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82990 $80.00 set

What Are They Thinking? For stimulating animated discussion! Imaginative photocards offer innovative ways of initiating conversation with individuals and groups. Cards show situations of one or more people with empty speech bubbles over their heads. Children can guess what people are thinking and how they may feel in similar situations, then fill in the speech bubble verbally or in writing. CD contains all images for printing out individual worksheets. Can be used to strengthen thinking skills, increase vocabulary, storytelling, or creative writing.

Contains: 30 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), instructional manual, CD, and storage box.

#MCC82905 $79.00 set

Feelings Creative set of full-color cards illustrates a wide range of feelings in children and adults—from happiness to sadness, anger to fear, and many more. Some cards have one person, others show two or more people and how they interact. Some cards show positive, some negative, and some both kinds of emotions. Facial expressions, body language, and interactions shown on the cards will spark new vocabulary of feelings and emotions. Large format makes cards ideal for group work.

Contains: 48 full-color cards (8½" x 12"), manual, and storage box.

#MCC82906 $79.00 set

So What Do You Think? Kathryn Kilpatrick and Joan Bryden A truly unique set of questions to get conversation started with older children. Each sturdy, coated 3½" x 4" card has different types of questions that can be answered briefly or be the beginning of an extended conversation: “What’s your favorite time of the day?” or “Describe a chore you don’t like to do.” The accompanying manual has the same questions and can be reproduced for writing down answers.

Set contains: 50 cards, box, and reproducible workbook.

#MCC80397 $40.75 set
See-Scape™ Detects nasal emissions of air during speech. When tip is placed in child’s nares, any emission of air causes the float to rise in the rigid plastic tube. Instant visual feedback and an indication of air-flow pressure and velopharyngeal incompetence. Tests air-flow pressure rather than nasality, which indicates a lack of velopharyngeal competence perceived as hypernasality. Can be used for both treatment and home practice.

Kit contains device, two nasal tips, and manual. Rubber base adheres to table. This product cannot be returned.

#MCC80246 SEE-SCAPE KIT $134.75 kit
#MCC80247 ADDITIONAL NASAL TIPS, 6/PK $37.75 pk

The Breather™ Great for pediatric clients ages 4 and older with neuromuscular disease. This valuable tool improves respiratory support for phonation, speech articulation, and swallowing. Aids both inspiratory and expiratory resistive breathing training, which strengthens the skeletal muscles of the neck as well as the pharyngeal and laryngeal muscles. Excellent oral/motor muscle trainer that improves swallow safety, which can lead to a diet upgrade. Can be used with metered-dose inhalers, nebulization treatments, and breathing/speaking valves. Instructions included. 4½”L, dishwasher-safe (top rack).

#MCC88838 $37.75 ea $32.75 ea (10+)

Clamp-On Adjustable Mirror A multi-use mirror that clamps onto bed rail, wheelchair, tabletop, and other surfaces. Offers immediate visual feedback for viewing the oral cavity during oral-motor and motor-speech exercises. Holds child’s attention while focusing on oral or speech activities. Allows a child to move the mirror to a comfortable height for practicing oral movements and speech sounds during therapy or in individual practice. Shatterproof mirror is mounted on a flexible 12” metal “gooseneck” attached to a strong plastic spring clamp. Clamp grips surfaces up to 1” thick.

8” x 12” mirror surface

#MCC80245 $76.00 ea

Spirometer A versatile tool for either exhalation or inhalation. “Floating” ball offers visual measure of performance. Easily adjustable flow valve for different degrees of difficulty with two different styles of mouthpieces. Made of durable, lightweight, latex-free plastic.

Kit comes with complete instructions, client progress chart (reproducible), carrying case, bottle of sanitizer, noseclamp, and five extra mouthpieces.

#MCC82447 $32.75 kit

Deluxe Therapy Kit Made of durable, high-quality black vinyl with a break-resistant 10” x 14” mirror. Includes transparent card pockets for stimulus items, magnetic dry-erase board, magnetic felt board, convenient holder for business cards and tongue depressors, and full-color instruction sheet. A slightly more compact version, the Portable Therapy Kit (9” x 11”) is designed to fit into briefcase or tote. Same sturdy materials and includes the same features and components as the Deluxe.

#MCC80248 DELUXE $67.75 kit
#MCC82833 PORTABLE $45.75 kit
Speech Intervention

Tongue Lifter
The clinician uses the lifter to place the tongue in the correct position to produce the “R” sound. The contoured cradle fully supports and lifts the tongue and the angled handle provides optimal lift and control. The lifter has proved easier to use and more accurate than a tongue depressor. Children will feel the correct placement and hear the correct sound. One lifter per child recommended. Clean with soap and water. FDA-approved materials and colors; latex-free.

Sold only in packs of three lifters: one each of blue, green, red
#MCC82423 $32.75 pk

Tongue Tracks,
Kathie Harrington
A unique and enjoyable program for oral motor exercises that encourages practice moving and developing oral muscle groups that serve speech sound production, chewing, and swallowing. The fun elements—a spinning wheel cage with mirror and decks of animal cards—motivate the child to practice oral motor exercises independently after initial adult assistance. The making of each sound (track) is stimulated through pictures of animals and their descriptors, such as Laughing Lion. Complete directions for use and tracking sheets included.

Kit contains: wheel, 3 decks of cards, instruction sheet, record sheet, and plastic storage envelope
#MCC82912 $45.00 kit

Oro-Navigator
The first tool specifically designed to promote lateral tongue movement. Use it to navigate the tongue from side to side or up and down. Placing the open side around the tongue allows the tongue to be moved within the oral cavity. Great for resistance exercises, yet small enough to prevent gagging. This tool now comes in clear plastic, which means you can actually see the tongue through the material. Constructed of medical-grade materials that are FDA-compliant so teeth and oral tissue will not be injured with a tonic bite. Narrow handle allows easy placement. Contains no lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex. Dishwasher-safe.

Sold in packs of 5
#MCC82295 $24.75 pk

Breath Builder
Strengthens diaphragm muscles and develops breath control to help produce strong speech. Makes a game out of exercising deep lung breathing. Children can exhale or inhale to keep the ball at the top of the tube. Helps children with neurological or physical impairments or who simply lack adequate breath support. Deeper breathing helps sustain sounds and promotes stronger speech. Two tubes for different levels of exercise, instruction sheet. Nontoxic, dishwasher-safe. Colors vary.
#MCC80244 $27.75 ea

Pocket T.O.M.
Training for your young clients who have a trach. Helps teach tracheostomy care and discussion of tracheostomy and nasogastric tube placement issues. All parts come in a storage case that fits in your pocket! A stoma is provided in the lower neck area to allow for demonstrations and the nare is open to allow insertion and placement of suction catheter or nasogastric tube. The kit includes a cuffed tracheostomy tube, Passy-Muir valves (2000, 2001, 007), valve secure strap, warning label, 5cc syringe, simulated nasogastric tube, support stand.

6½” x 4½” • Latex-free plastic (not made with natural rubber latex) with antimicrobial finish

NOT FOR CLIENT USE
#MCC82947 $136.75 ea

Now in Clear Plastic

See Oral Motor Tools
p. 62
Critical Communicators for Kids  Child-friendly pictures and vocabulary for food, medical needs, and toys, and a pain scale—in English or Spanish. Also includes pictures that relate to the alphabet; the clock and times of day; days of the week; and popular activities. These inexpensive cards are printed on card stock in a menu format.

Four pages, bright colored, in packages of 25.

GoTalk® Communicators
Powerful, portable, easy to use, and highly durable communication tools for short- or long-term augmentative communication or cognitive enrichment.

GoTalk® 4+  A great place to start AAC. 20-message capacity (four large 3” keys and five levels). Two core messages and new technology with superior sound and volume control.

9" x 12" x 1½" • 20 oz. • Three blank overlays included

$195.75 ea

#MCC82258

GoTalk® Overlay Software
Create overlays that look great for any of the GoTalks with this one disc. Comes with Imagine Symbol Library CD, a new copy-and-paste feature to gather images from the web or other media. Overlays can contain an image, text, or both. Great editing features.

Ready-made templates for all GoTalks • Print out with any inkjet or laser printer • Windows only

$103.75 ea

#MCC82853

GoTalk® Pocket
This small, discreet talker can hold 30 messages. Lightweight, contoured, and fits nicely in the hand. Six message keys with five recording levels give user plenty to talk about. Overlays slide in easily and store in rear compartment. Recording time of 5 minutes.

3½" x 5½" x 1" • 7 oz.

$201.75 ea

#MCC82835

GoTalk® Express-32 Easy to use yet powerful, this is an ideal bridge between low-tech and dynamic display communication tools. Like all GoTalks, it is rugged, attractive, and boasts great sound quality. Added features include surround-message LEDs for visual prompts, an option to add a 1.5-second auditory cue to any message, and the remarkable ability to seamlessly play multiple messages in sequence. It is also a fully functional scanning device, ideal for beginning or experienced communicators.

14¼"W x 10"L x 1¾”D • 2½ lbs.

$606.75 ea

#MCC82992

GoTalk® 20+ Rugged, 100-message capacity (20 keys, 1 square, five recording levels). Five core messages that stay the same on each level so no need to re-record essential messages.

9" x 12" x 1¼" • 20 oz. • Three blank overlays included

$271.75 ea

#MCC82259

GoTalk® 9+ 45-message capacity (nine keys, each 1¼" x 2¼”, and five recording levels), plus three core messages that remain constant when you change levels. Offers superior sound with volume control and sequential recording, whole-level erasing, and built-in overlay storage.

9" x 12" x 1¼" • 20 oz. • Three blank overlays included

$228.00 ea

#MCC82233

GoTalk® 20+ A powerful, easy-to-use tool for children who have trouble completing multi-step tasks independently. Directions that you record are played back in sequence, one step at a time, to prompt what to do next. Extremely portable, with navigation buttons pressed with the thumb—like a video game controller. Two core messages are easy to access for important information or key expressions. Volume can be adjusted and buttons can be marked with slide-in overlay. Record up to 30 steps per eight activities (four activities, four levels). Overlays can be made easily with the GoTalk™ Overlay Software.

6½" x 2" x ½" • 5.3 oz. • Batteries and lanyard included

#MCC83041 STEPPAD $99.00 ea

#MCC83042 STEPPAD WITH OVERLAY SOFTWARE $129.00 set

See GoTalk® APP p. 14

StepPAD

Critical Communicators for Kids
Child-friendly pictures and vocabulary for food, medical needs, and toys, and a pain scale—in English or Spanish. Also includes pictures that relate to the alphabet; the clock and times of day; days of the week; and popular activities. These inexpensive cards are printed on card stock in a menu format.

Four pages, bright colored, in packages of 25.
**Language Activities**

**Photo Cue Cards & More**

**Photo Cue Cards, J.Y.K. Kerr**

Best-selling photo cards give meaningful pictures for oral language practice. Each set features photographs of real-life objects, people, and activities. Practical applications for any therapy approach to vocabulary and language structures. Functions for all young clients.

Both card sets include themes of household objects; everyday activities; food and drink; clothing; local places; and occupations. Index with each box adds other categories such as clothing care, at the office, and camping/picnicking. Instructor's manual describes 85 activities for oral language practice.

Each set contains: 300 full-color 4” x 6” cards, 167-page softcover manual, 17 master cards, and storage box

#MCC81626 PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set

#MCC81627 MORE PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set

**Problem-Solving Picture Cards,** Mary John Pitti and Traci Meier

Realistic problem-solving situations illustrated with full-color photos—problems that can be seen in everyday life. Photos initiate communication about the problem and possible solutions, designed to help improve problem-solving and reasoning skills. Questions on reverse side of each photo can be used as prompts in identifying problems and formulating solutions. Questions vary in difficulty to match level of child. These cards work well in individual sessions, in small groups, or as carryover activities. Photos have minimal distracting backgrounds, so child can focus on the problem. Manual provides suggested activities for both individual and group sessions. Card categories cover community mobility, confrontation, household problems, consumer safety problems, and personal hygiene.

Set contains: 78 cards (6”W x 8”L), 13-page softcover manual, and storage box

#MCC81551 $113.75 set

**Nexus Magnet Shapes**

These 25 magnetic shapes of stars, circles, and squares each come in four sizes each. With a dry-erase marker on a magnetic board (sold below), have children connect the different shapes, sizes, and/or colors. Various degrees of difficulty can be achieved by adding shapes and giving more complex instructions. The possibilities are endless!

Set contains: 25 shapes, instructional card, and storage envelope

#MCC82999 $27.75 set

**Dry-Erase Magnetic Board**

This standard board is great for multiple therapy tasks. Lightweight, functional, and affordable. Can also be used for spelling and writing.

23”W x 17”H

#MCC83002 $20.75 ea

**PROP-IT® “10-IN-1”** This super-sized stand gives you 10 uses in 1 bag! Use it as a presentation and display easel, magnet board, flannel board, chalkboard, bookstand, mirror, writing board, storage rack, and big book stand anywhere you go. Kit contains:

- Twin-sided 16” x 20” magnetic chalkboard and dry-erase board
- 8” x 10” mirror with case
- 24” x 18” x 15” lightweight fiberboard easel with 16” x 20” felt surface
- Elastic storage rack on easel back to hold books or cards
- Storage carrying case with durable handle

Setup size is 24” x 18” x 15”, collapsing to 18” x 24” x 2” flat

#MCC82952 $71.00 kit

**PROP-IT Speech Therapist’s Travel Kit**

Combination of essential therapy items that goes everywhere! Collapsible plastic stand supports cards, mirrors, and magnetic boards (8 1/2” x 11” x 4”). Stand has a 1” ledge at bottom for holding papers and books, an adjustable band to keep books open, and adjustable supports to hold tall papers and books. Includes non-breakable mirror (8” x 10”), steel magnet board with dry-erase writing surface (8” x 10”), dry-erase marker, and felt eraser. Original holds all components plus extras in clear-plastic envelope with closure.

Available with canvas carrying case (11”W x 16”L) with zipper opening, handles, and zippered side pocket

#MCC88845 w/PLASTIC ENVELOPE $38.75 kit

#MCC82761 w/CANVAS CASE $41.75 kit

**Photo Cue Cards & More**

**Photo Cue Cards, J.Y.K. Kerr**

Best-selling photo cards give meaningful pictures for oral language practice. Each set features photographs of real-life objects, people, and activities. Practical applications for any therapy approach to vocabulary and language structures. Functions for all young clients.

Both card sets include themes of household objects; everyday activities; food and drink; clothing; local places; and occupations. Index with each box adds other categories such as clothing care, at the office, and camping/picnicking. Instructor's manual describes 85 activities for oral language practice.

Each set contains: 300 full-color 4” x 6” cards, 167-page softcover manual, 17 master cards, and storage box

#MCC81626 PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set

#MCC81627 MORE PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set

**Problem-Solving Picture Cards,** Mary John Pitti and Traci Meier

Realistic problem-solving situations illustrated with full-color photos—problems that can be seen in everyday life. Photos initiate communication about the problem and possible solutions, designed to help improve problem-solving and reasoning skills. Questions on reverse side of each photo can be used as prompts in identifying problems and formulating solutions. Questions vary in difficulty to match level of child. These cards work well in individual sessions, in small groups, or as carryover activities. Photos have minimal distracting backgrounds, so child can focus on the problem. Manual provides suggested activities for both individual and group sessions. Card categories cover community mobility, confrontation, household problems, consumer safety problems, and personal hygiene.

Set contains: 78 cards (6”W x 8”L), 13-page softcover manual, and storage box

#MCC81551 $113.75 set

**Nexus Magnet Shapes**

These 25 magnetic shapes of stars, circles, and squares each come in four sizes each. With a dry-erase marker on a magnetic board (sold below), have children connect the different shapes, sizes, and/or colors. Various degrees of difficulty can be achieved by adding shapes and giving more complex instructions. The possibilities are endless!

Set contains: 25 shapes, instructional card, and storage envelope

#MCC82999 $27.75 set

**Dry-Erase Magnetic Board**

This standard board is great for multiple therapy tasks. Lightweight, functional, and affordable. Can also be used for spelling and writing.

23”W x 17”H

#MCC83002 $20.75 ea

**PROP-IT® “10-IN-1”** This super-sized stand gives you 10 uses in 1 bag! Use it as a presentation and display easel, magnet board, flannel board, chalkboard, bookstand, mirror, writing board, storage rack, and big book stand anywhere you go. Kit contains:

- Twin-sided 16” x 20” magnetic chalkboard and dry-erase board
- 8” x 10” mirror with case
- 24” x 18” x 15” lightweight fiberboard easel with 16” x 20” felt surface
- Elastic storage rack on easel back to hold books or cards
- Storage carrying case with durable handle

Setup size is 24” x 18” x 15”, collapsing to 18” x 24” x 2” flat

#MCC82952 $71.00 kit

**PROP-IT Speech Therapist’s Travel Kit**

Combination of essential therapy items that goes everywhere! Collapsible plastic stand supports cards, mirrors, and magnetic boards (8 1/2” x 11” x 4”). Stand has a 1” ledge at bottom for holding papers and books, an adjustable band to keep books open, and adjustable supports to hold tall papers and books. Includes non-breakable mirror (8” x 10”), steel magnet board with dry-erase writing surface (8” x 10”), dry-erase marker, and felt eraser. Original holds all components plus extras in clear-plastic envelope with closure.

Available with canvas carrying case (11”W x 16”L) with zipper opening, handles, and zippered side pocket

#MCC88845 w/PLASTIC ENVELOPE $38.75 kit

#MCC82761 w/CANVAS CASE $41.75 kit
Sequences: Verb Tenses This set of photographs contains 16 three-step sequences illustrating past, present, and future verb tenses. Portrays familiar activities that illustrate each verb tense clearly. Eight of the verbs have regular past tense and eight have irregular past tense. Images are lively and feature people of all ages. Use to focus on one tense or to contrast past, present, and future tenses.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 6” L cards, instruction booklet, and storage box
#MCC82412 $52.75 bx

Sequences: 4-Step This collection contains 12 new four-step sequences of familiar activities. The sequences depict a wide range of indoor and outdoor events. Includes people of different ages and ethnic groups.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 6” L cards, instruction booklet, and storage box
#MCC82190 $62.00 bx

Sequences: 6- & 8-Step for Children A more complex set that includes both six- and eight-step sequences of a variety of activities. Offers excellent opportunities for more advanced language work, including syntax, grammar, vocabulary, and time concepts with young children. Sequences include building blocks, playing ball, digital photography, cycling, going to school, etc.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 6” L cards, instruction booklet, and storage box
#MCC82277 $52.75 bx

Sequences: 4-Step for Children This set of photo-grahs contains 16 three-step sequences illustrating past, present, and future verb tenses. Portrays familiar activities that illustrate each verb tense clearly. Eight of the verbs have regular past tense and eight have irregular past tense. Images are lively and feature people of all ages. Use to focus on one tense or to contrast past, present, and future tenses.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 6” L cards, instruction booklet, and storage box
#MCC82412 $52.75 bx

Basic Sequences Completely revised to include 16 new three-step sequences! Demonstrates simple, sequentially related actions to help establish basic concepts and understanding of order and direction, logical thought, and expressive language. Includes sequences of changing a baby, making a bed, playing a CD, and more. Manual includes directions for use, and contents are in English and eight other languages.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards, manual, and storage box
#MCC8946 $56.75 bx

Basic Sequences

Sequences: 4-Step

Sequences: Verb Tenses

Sequences: 6- & 8-Step for Children

Sequences: 4-Step

Sequences: 4-Step for Children
Basic ColorCards®

**What’s Wrong?** Great new photos to stimulate visual observation, thinking skills, and language. Large, sturdy, full-color photographs show mistakes in everyday scenes. Situations range from the obvious—a picture hanging upside down—to the subtle—too many clothes for a small suitcase. All age levels are depicted for use with a wide variety of clients.

Contains: 48 laminated 6" W x 8" L cards and storage box  
#MCC8933  $49.75 bx

---

**Basic Verbs** Fun and colorful for all ages! Clear images of most frequently used and easily recognizable verbs. Great for verbal comprehension, expressive language, grammar, and communication skills.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards and storage box  
#MCC82085  $62.00 bx

---

**Everyday Objects**

Six categories of familiar items such as food, clothing, personal items, toys, and household objects. Color-coded backgrounds improve functional communication by aiding clients in identifying, classifying, and describing function.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards and storage box  
#MCC8943  $65.00 bx

---

**Adjectives**

Six sets of cards color-coded by background. Each illustrates opposing concepts such as big/little, open/shut, hot/cold, old/new, full/empty, long/short, happy/sad, etc. Talk about these contrasting concepts and the items shown.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards and storage box  
#MCC8942  $62.00 bx

---

**Familiar Verbs** A second set of cards to expand a collection of verb cards. All images are of frequently used, easily recognizable verbs. Associated objects have been added to the images to give an idea of place and encourage expressive language. Actions shown include empty (bucket), pour (drinks), spill (soup), and tie (shoelaces). Manual includes directions for use and contents in English and eight other languages.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards, manual, and storage box  
#MCC82188  $56.75 bx

---

**Prepositions** Unobtrusive backgrounds enhance picture display of commonly used concepts. Eight prepositions are shown on each of six different cards. Includes “in,” “on,” “under,” “over,” “behind,” “in front of,” “next to,” and “between.”

Contains: 48 laminated 6” W x 8” L cards and storage box  
#MCC8941  $59.75 bx
ColorCards®

Odd One Out  Encourages expressive language; vocabulary; logical thought; grouping and classification; observation skills; and attention and concentration. Each of the 48 laminated cards has a group of objects printed on it. Identify the odd one out! Divided into three levels of difficulty. Ask questions about the difference in the objects, how they are related, or for descriptions of the items and experiences with each object. The guide suggests several activities for each level of cards.
Set contains: 48 laminated cards, instructional guide, and storage box

#MCC81682  $56.75 set

Find the Link, Diana Williams  A great new word-finding and category game for individuals or up to five players. Features 40 categories that range from the general, such as animals, to more complex, such as functions and places. The versatile board allows cards to be used in different ways. Instruction/Content manual offers directions and varieties of play.
Set contains: 200 hexagonal laminated cards, game board, instructions in English and four other languages, and storage box

#MCC82191  $117.75 set

Larger cards with great photos...

Expressive Verbs  Gives varying frequency and syntactical complexity in language relating to personal actions. Set also promotes augmentative communication, helps children develop an understanding of gestural semantics, and makes them consider issues of social and cultural appropriateness and diversity. Contents include fingers, hand, body, legs, mouth, face, and eyes. Manual includes directions for use and contents in English and eight other languages.
Contains: 48 laminated 6”W x 8”L cards, manual, and storage box

#MCC82189  $62.00 bx

Odd One Out

3 levels of difficulty

Story Starters

What Are They Thinking?

Feelings

Decision

Cause and Effect

Stimulating visual material to develop logical and critical thinking. Each pair of sequenced photos shows a specific situation on one card and a possible outcome on the second. Scenes include kitchen accidents, children playing, family situations, and leisure pursuits.
Contains: 48 laminated 6”W x 8”L cards with rounded corners, notes for use, and storage box

#MCC80676  $56.75 bx
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**ORAL MOTOR TOOLS**

**ARK Probe**  This tool is great for intraoral use—the perfect size for young mouths. Designed by a speech-language pathologist. Square head offers three textures: smooth, bumpy, and striated. Can be used to apply deep pressure, stroke the sides of the tongue, or as a jaw-stabilizing device. Non-slip grip and tough enough to resist biting! 6/pk.

- Head: ¾” long, ¼” square, with 4” handle
- #MCC81983 $29.75 pk

**ARK proPrefer** A new tool used for oral motor treatment and sensory input similar to the popular Probe. Has a round head that allows a “rolling action.” Constructed of sturdy medical-grade plastic—not made with natural rubber latex. Use to stimulate gums, palate, and tongue through stroking and by applying pressure. Textured surfaces for tactile awareness and sensation. 6/pk.

- Head: ¾” long, ½” round, with 4” handle
- #MCC82318 $35.75 pk

**Oral Images for Kids™** A fun approach to oral motor exercises for children. Each folder has exercises surrounding an acrylic plastic mirror and a pocket for worksheets. Set of 12 reproducible worksheets reinforces oral motor skills with themed activities including sports, aliens, rock ‘n roll, water fun, and more. Suggestions included.

- #MCC88456 FOLDERS w/MIRRORS ONLY, 5/PK $26.75 pk
- #MCC82066 5 FOLDERS AND 12 WORKSHEETS $34.00 pk

**Tic-Tong® Flavored Tongue Depressors** Facilitate great interaction during oral motor therapy. Help make any exam faster and less stressful for your young clients. Tutti-frutti flavored. **Standard** (5” x ½”) and **Animal** (molded at the top, 5½” x ½”). Individually wrapped, disposable. Plastic, free of sugar, latex, or medicine substance. 40/pk.

- Mixed colors
- #MCC82273 STANDARD $14.75 pk
- #MCC82274 STANDARD, 3PK/CS $42.00 cs
- #MCC82275 ANIMAL $16.75 pk
- #MCC82276 ANIMAL, 3PK/CS $46.75 cs

**Tips and Techniques for the Grabber Family, Debra C. Lowsky** A quick and easy reference guide explaining how, when, and where to use the Grabber (see below), which provides an excellent opportunity for the mouth to learn through jaw movement, tongue movement, and oral exploration. Easy-to-carry book details these oral motor exercises with detailed instructions and illustrations. Chapter topics include how to increase lip and tongue control; how to increase tongue mobility and lateralization; how to increase jaw stability and control; how to establish the concept of bite and chew; how to promote a rhythmic chewing pattern, and much more.

- 28 pages, spiral-bound
- #MCC83044 $23.75 ea

**ARK Grabber** An opportunity for the mouth to play through jaw movement, tongue movement, and oral exploration. Great new latex-free*, chewy, resilient toy for mouthing and oral exploration and as a stimulus for jaw movement and exercise! Manageable size and simple shape make it easy for children. The handle makes it easy for little hands to hold and allows the child to reach further back on the tongue and between the side gums or teeth. The smooth outside texture and spongy consistency yields to biting but not to chewing. 6/pk.

- 5’L
- #MCC82426 $40.75 pk

*Not made with natural rubber latex.
How to Stop Thumbsucking/Drooling
Pam Marshalla
Two great books for oral motor therapy. Thumbsucking is full of easy-to-understand solutions that have helped thousands of children stop or reduce problematic thumbsucking. It’s perfect for therapists, parents, and caregivers. Gives 11 principles for change, organizes successful therapy activities, and lists resources. 80 pages, softcover • Not sold separately

How to Stop Drooling Easy-to-understand solutions to reduce drooling. The speech therapy and dryness techniques include building oral awareness, fundamental swallowing techniques, lip exercises, guidelines for motivation and habituation, and answers to the most common questions asked by parents. 64 pages, softcover • Not sold separately

Tongue Press, Developed by Kathleen S. Smad
This is a clinically developed therapy tool for strengthening the tongue in children. Inspired by research, it incorporates the principles of exercise and resistance training for improved speech and swallowing abilities. It is filled with water and adjusted by loosening or tightening the valve. The water-filled bulb is placed on the tongue and pressed against the hard palate. The greater the child is able to press, the higher the indicator rises. By practicing, usually three times daily, the child increases tongue strength. It can be sent home with frequency modified for children.

For individual use only
#MCC83066 TONGUE PRESS $20.00 ea
#MCC83067 TONGUE PRESS-4/PK $76.00 pk
Patent pending

Swallow Right, Roberta B. Pierce
Effective activities to correct swallowing disorders. Up-to-date 12-lesson program meets ASHA’s guidelines for evaluation and treatment of oral myofunctional disorders. Clearly organized activities encourage effective treatment in small groups, individual therapy, and home carryover. The complete program covers theory, treatment, and tracking charts. Covers three important stages: training muscles to develop movement patterns, teaching to swallow correctly, and habituating correct rest posture and swallowing patterns.

141 pages, softcover, wire binding
#MCC81621 $68.00 ea

Super Chew
Green
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How to Stop Thumbsucking/Drooling, Pam Marshalla Two great books for oral motor therapy. Thumbsucking is full of easy-to-understand solutions that have helped thousands of children stop or reduce problematic thumbsucking. It’s perfect for therapists, parents, and caregivers. Gives 11 principles for change, organizes successful therapy activities, and lists resources. 80 pages, softcover • Not sold separately

Super Chews The newest from Chewy Tubes provides even more tools for developing and practicing biting and chewing skills. Available in two forms: Smooth Green and Textured Red surface. Chews have a closed loop handle for easy grasping and a solid stem that prevents saliva collection. 6/pk

#MCC82754 SMOOTH GREEN $33.75 pk
#MCC82755 TEXTURED RED $33.75 pk

Chewy Tubes™
These innovative oral motor devices give a resilient, non-food chewable surface for developing and practicing biting and chewing skills. All have safe, nontoxic surfaces, are latex- and lead-free, and have no PVC or phthalates. The tube is presented laterally into the mouth. The stem of the tube is touched to the cutting surface of the molar teeth or gum. Cleaned with mild soap and water.

Package contains six lemon yellow tubes with small stem size, six cherry red tubes with wider stem size, and instruction book. Not made with natural rubber latex
#MCC81701 $108.75 pk

Knobby Tubes™ Use these chewy tubes with children who need increased tactile stimulation. The small stem has raised “dots” and vivid green color. 6/pk
#MCC82202 $53.75 pk

Chewy Ps and Qs Provide a smooth and solid surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. The Q is wide enough for bilateral chewing activities, and the P is especially easy to grasp by small fingers or for those with low muscle tone.

Package contains 1 “Q”, 1 “P” • Sold only in 3 packages
#MCC82989 $24.75 pkg

Chewy Qs Fun, soothing mouth exerciser for babies 4-24 months. Develops biting skills safely and naturally. Promotes healthy mouth development, progressing early tongue exploration to lateral jaw movement. Stimulates lateral tongue exploration. Knobby Qs have raised bumps along the bital surface for more stimulation and slightly firmer surface. Both are sold in packages of six.

#MCC82987 CHEWY Q, 6/PK $36.75 pk
#MCC82988 KNOBBY Q, 6/PK $36.75 pk

Knobby Qs have raised bumps along the bitable circle for more stimulation and slightly firmer surface. Both are sold in packages of six.

#MCC82987 CHEWY Q, 6/PK $36.75 pk
#MCC82988 KNOBBY Q, 6/PK $36.75 pk

Tongue Press, Developed by Kathleen S. Smad
This is a clinically developed therapy tool for strengthening the tongue in children. Inspired by research, it incorporates the principles of exercise and resistance training for improved speech and swallowing abilities. It is filled with water and adjusted by loosening or tightening the valve. The water-filled bulb is placed on the tongue and pressed against the hard palate. The greater the child is able to press, the higher the indicator rises. By practicing, usually three times daily, the child increases tongue strength. It can be sent home with frequency modified for children.

For individual use only
#MCC83066 TONGUE PRESS $20.00 ea
#MCC83067 TONGUE PRESS-4/PK $76.00 pk
Patent pending

Swallow Right, Roberta B. Pierce
Effective activities to correct swallowing disorders. Up-to-date 12-lesson program meets ASHA’s guidelines for evaluation and treatment of oral myofunctional disorders. Clearly organized activities encourage effective treatment in small groups, individual therapy, and home carryover. The complete program covers theory, treatment, and tracking charts. Covers three important stages: training muscles to develop movement patterns, teaching to swallow correctly, and habituating correct rest posture and swallowing patterns.

141 pages, softcover, wire binding
#MCC81621 $68.00 ea

Swallow Right, Roberta B. Pierce
Effective activities to correct swallowing disorders. Up-to-date 12-lesson program meets ASHA’s guidelines for evaluation and treatment of oral myofunctional disorders. Clearly organized activities encourage effective treatment in small groups, individual therapy, and home carryover. The complete program covers theory, treatment, and tracking charts. Covers three important stages: training muscles to develop movement patterns, teaching to swallow correctly, and habituating correct rest posture and swallowing patterns.

141 pages, softcover, wire binding
#MCC81621 $68.00 ea
**Z-Vibe Tools**

**Mini Tip**  Smaller version of the popular probe tip for use with very small mouths. Four sides configured with three differently textured surfaces to produce various sensory results—smooth, bumpy, and striated. 3/pk.

#MCC82288  

Mini Tip Combo  Includes two mini-tip probes—one regular and one soft. For use with children who have bite reflex and/or sensory issues. Kit contains: 1 Mini Tip and 1 Soft Mini Tip

#MCC83053  MINI-TIP COMBO  $12.00 kit

**Preefer Tip**  Round-style tip for use where a rolling action is desired (see ARK proPreefer, p. 62). Textured surface for tactile awareness. Produces various sensory results. Used to stimulate gums, palate, and tongue through stroking and applying pressure. 3/pk.

#MCC82290  

Soft Preefer Tip  A unique softer version of the Preefer tip to use with more sensitive areas. Use it where the same rolling action is needed. The textured surface is softer for light tactile awareness that produces various sensory results. Can be used to stimulate gums, palate, and tongue trough with rolling strokes and pressure. 3/pk.

#MCC83056  

**Probe Tip**  Perfect size for young mouths—a vibrating version of the ARK Probe (see p. 62). Four sides have three differently textured surfaces to produce various sensory results—smooth, bumpy, and striated. Can be used to apply vibrating deep pressure, to stroke sides of tongue, or as a stabilizing device. 3/pk.

#MCC82289  

**Probe/Preefer/Mini Tip Combo**  For smaller mouths! Use them with any of Z-Vibe handles to stimulate the gums, palate, cheek, and tongue through stroking and by applying pressure. Kit contains: 1 Probe Tip, 1 Preefer Tip, and 1 Mini Tip

#MCC83052  

**Tips and Techniques for Z-Vibe**  Debra C. Lowsky  An extensive reference guide explaining how, when, and where to use the DnZ-Vibe®, Z-Grabber™, and all of their various tips. An easy-to-carry book with many detailed illustrations showing the placement of the tools. Topics cover how to use ARK’s oral motor tools to improve oral awareness; lip movement; jaw grading and stability; tongue and jaw dissociation; tongue elevation; tongue lateralization; tongue bowl; feeding; biting and chewing; oral hygiene; and more! 68 pages, spiral-bound

#MCC83043  

**NEW!**

**NEW!**

**NEW!**

**NEW!**

**NEW!**

**New carry kit!**
Z-Vibe Tools

Animal Travel Kit These fun-loving critters captivate children’s attention and increase their willingness to participate in therapy. The various shapes and textures provide different sensations within the oral cavity and around the lips and face. The reverse sides have additional textures and pockets for the tongue to explore. The backs also have bite blocks to work on jaw grading and stability. Use the ears to scoop foods on either a smooth or textured surface.

Kit contains: DnZ-Vibe® Hard Dog, Hard Mouse, Soft Cat Tips, and long-lasting battery.

#MCC83050 $52.75 kit


3 hard tips.

#MCC83049 $20.00 set

Soft Animal Tips Softer, more resilient material recommended for children with a bite reflex and/or sensory issues. 3 soft tips.

#MCC83045 $20.00 set

Brush Tip Combo Includes two different brushes. The softer has pliable bristles that allow gentle gum massage and teeth-cleaning. The harder can be used as a transition to the eventual use of a regular toothbrush. Both tips are perfect for tactile and proprioceptive input to the tongue, cheeks, palate, and lips during oral stimulation and/or dental care.

One tip each

#MCC83055 $15.00 pk

Z-Grabber™ Get the best of both worlds: an innovative oral motor tool that combines the benefits of both the DnZ-Vibe® and the Grabber®. Has the versatility to use all the interchangeable tips (all compatible) plus the added bonus of a chewable “Graber” loop attached to the plastic handle.

One textured Bite-n-Chew Tip XL with one long-lasting battery

#MCC83048 $28.75 ea

Bite ‘n Chew Tips Rounded, chewable tips promote a sustained bite and help improve jaw strength and stability. Use outside mouth, on cheeks, or on lips. 5/pk.

Bite ‘n Chew Tips XL Approximately an inch longer than regular tips above. Textured tips have gentle bumps to de-sensitize the mouth and to work on texture acceptance.

Contains: 2 XL tips and 2 XL textured tips

#MCC82286 BITE’N CHEW 5/PK $12.00 pk

#MCC83051 XL TIPS 4/PK $18.00 pk

Bite ‘n Chew Tips XL Approxim ately an inch longer than regular tips above. Textured tips have gentle bumps to de-sensitize the mouth and to work on texture acceptance.

Contains: 2 XL tips and 2 XL textured tips

#MCC82286 BITE’N CHEW 5/PK $12.00 pk

#MCC83051 XL TIPS 4/PK $18.00 pk

Soft Animal Tips These two Spoon Tips are proven to be extremely successful for feeding. The regular spoon tip is shaped and sized to allow easy feeding and oral stimulation. The soft spoon tip is the same shape and size but made of softer material.

Sold only as a combination

#MCC82291 $12.75 set

The Every Lip Blok® Combo Prevents individuals from biting the straw and/or inserting the straw too far into the mouth, discourages tongue-thrusting, promotes tongue retraction, and corrects overall tongue position. Fits into any regular straw.

Comes with one of three different lengths: ¾”, ½”, and ¼”; and two of flexible materials (firm and soft) that allow you to cut them to any desired length.

#MCC83047 $13.00 pk

Z-Grabber™ Get the best of both worlds: an innovative oral motor tool that combines the benefits of both the DnZ-Vibe® and the Grabber®. Has the versatility to use all the interchangeable tips (all compatible) plus the added bonus of a chewable “Graber” loop attached to the plastic handle.

One textured Bite-n-Chew Tip XL with one long-lasting battery

#MCC83048 $28.75 ea

Bite ‘n Chew Tips Rounded, chewable tips promote a sustained bite and help improve jaw strength and stability. Use outside mouth, on cheeks, or on lips. 5/pk.

Bite ‘n Chew Tips XL Approximately an inch longer than regular tips above. Textured tips have gentle bumps to de-sensitize the mouth and to work on texture acceptance.

Contains: 2 XL tips and 2 XL textured tips

#MCC82286 BITE’N CHEW 5/PK $12.00 pk

#MCC83051 XL TIPS 4/PK $18.00 pk

Bite ‘n Chew Tips XL Approxim ately an inch longer than regular tips above. Textured tips have gentle bumps to de-sensitize the mouth and to work on texture acceptance.

Contains: 2 XL tips and 2 XL textured tips

#MCC82286 BITE’N CHEW 5/PK $12.00 pk

#MCC83051 XL TIPS 4/PK $18.00 pk

Soft Animal Tips These two Spoon Tips are proven to be extremely successful for feeding. The regular spoon tip is shaped and sized to allow easy feeding and oral stimulation. The soft spoon tip is the same shape and size but made of softer material.

Sold only as a combination

#MCC82291 $12.75 set

The Every Lip Blok® Combo Prevents individuals from biting the straw and/or inserting the straw too far into the mouth, discourages tongue-thrusting, promotes tongue retraction, and corrects overall tongue position. Fits into any regular straw.

Comes with one of three different lengths: ¾”, ½”, and ¼”; and two of flexible materials (firm and soft) that allow you to cut them to any desired length.

#MCC83047 $13.00 pk
**Oral Motor Stimulation**

**Ice Finger™** Stays cold throughout the entire therapy session. Helps improve oral motor and oropharyngeal strength and sensation for feeding and swallowing impairments in clients. Totally sealed, malleable gel core is frozen for thermal stimulation and can be refrozen so one can be used per child for the entire duration of therapy. The small grip at the top makes it easy to evoke mouth opening, insert for sucking, or to overcome a hypersensitive gag reflex. Easy to use with children who resist intraoral stimulation or have difficulty following one-step commands. Each is 4”L below the handle and is ¾” in diameter. 5/pk.

Directions for application accompany each package.

#MCC81868 $53.75 pk

---

**Thermo-Stim** for application of thermal stimulation. Glass-free. Made of spun stainless steel with a baked thermal handle protector. Great cold retention. Soft Bite Guard (sold separately) solves bite reflex issues. Bite Guard cushion slides over the Thermo-Stim shaft, protecting the teeth from damage.

Pediatric/Geriatric: 5¼”L • Autoclave or dishwasher-safe

#MCC80467 THERMO-STIM $58.75 ea
#MCC80469 BITE GUARD, 10/PK $15.00 pk

---

**NUK® Massagers** Great tool for initial oral-motor therapy and stimulation. This rounded massage brush has soft rubber flanges arranged at the head for effective stimulation in any direction. The handle is thick and contoured for easy grasping. Can be used with young children and infants for oral-motor facilitation, stimulation, and desensitization. Recommended one per child. Massagers should be rinsed thoroughly after each use, washed occasionally with warm water and gentle soap, and replaced after two to three months. 6/pk.

Individually wrapped

#MCC80997 $29.75 pk

---

**Laryngeal Mirror** One-piece chrome mirror allows safe, easy cleaning, unlike 2-piece mirrors that can come apart in the mouth if the client has a bite reflex. Retains cold and accommodates liquid (tongue stimuli) for enhancing thermal stimulation.

Two sizes: 00 mirror (10 mm) facilitates light touch; 0 mirror (12 mm) appropriate for oral cavity exams.

#MCC8545 SIZE 00 $36.00 ea
#MCC8546 SIZE 0 $37.75 ea

---

**DentaSwabs®** Keep these on hand to assess intraoral sensitivity levels and to promote muscle tone and proprioceptive awareness. Great for normalizing oral sensitivity and for lip and tongue exercises. Rectangular shape fits snugly on the hard palate, and long handle allows good access. 100/pk.

Handle: 3¼”L, foam tip: ⅛”L • Individually wrapped • Untreated

#MCC82359 $49.75 pk

---

**Using the Ice Finger in Therapy,** Jennifer Hanners This very specific manual provides information on how the Ice Finger can be safely and effectively used by clients, family members, and therapists. 12 pages, soft cover

#MCC83060 $15.99 ea

---

**Safe and effective**
**Flexi-Cut Cups**  
Help children with severe drinking difficulties by controlling the flow of the liquid. Can also help promote proper cup drinking during initial independent drinking. Generous cutout rims help children who are beginning to self-drink, are limited in oral-motor skills and range of motion, or need assistance in drinking. Soft, flexible plastic can be squeezed to control the shape of the cup and the flow of liquid. Translucent plastic, each size a different color. 5/pk.

- #MCC80179  S (1 OZ., PINK)  $13.75 pk
- #MCC80181  M (2 OZ., BLUE)  $13.75 pk
- #MCC814905  L (7 OZ., GREEN)  $21.75 pk

**Safety Straw**  
This reusable straw holder helps with oral motor control of liquid bolus and prevents choking or aspirating! SafeStraw can be used with any normal straw (not included) and fits a variety of drinking containers such as cups and bottles—a discreet tool. Each suck delivers approximately one teaspoon of liquid. The fluid chamber, one-way valve, and float limit the amount of liquid entering the straw. Once suck is stopped, float sinks to the bottom and is ready to deliver another teaspoonful. Two versions: **White** Straw holder used with thin liquids and the **Blue** is used for nectar-thickened fluids. 12/bx. Reusable with single-client use.

- #MCC80307  WHITE STRAWS  $100.75 bx
- #MCC80308  BLUE STRAWS  $100.75 bx
- #MCC80309  VARIETY (6 EACH OF WHITE AND BLUE)  $100.75 bx

**Beckman E-Z Spoons**, Designed by Debra Beckman  
An excellent choice for the child with feeding difficulties. Slip-resistant grips and shallow bowls help improve poor oral motor control. Thick, tapered handles and small size make them ideal for small mouths or narrow mouth openings. Can also be used as tongue depressors. Can be sterilized repeatedly. Regular E-Z spoon is rigid. Soft E-Z Spoon is rigid enough to handle food, but soft enough to flex. 5/pk.

- #MCC82292  REGULAR  $22.75 pk
- #MCC82293  SOFT  $23.75 pk

**Textured Spoons**  
Combine oral-sensory stimulation with feeding. Textured bottoms for increased oral-sensory stimulation to the tongue during functional activity of tasting. Facilitate a smooth transition to conventional spoon-feeding. Shallow bowls for a smaller bolus size. Extended handles allow hand-over-hand assistance. Small spoons for babies and young children come in assorted colors. Large spoons for older children are silver.

- **Small**  
  - #MCC82266  6/PK  $24.75 pk
  - #MCC82267  12/PK  $43.00 pk
- **Large**  
  - #MCC82268  6/PK  $29.75 pk
  - #MCC82269  12/PK  $53.75 pk

**Maroon Spoons**  
Sturdy plastic spoons have narrow, shallow bowls to allow food to slide off easily. For children who need to be fed or are beginning self-feeding but have poor lip closure, oral hypersensitivity, or tongue thrust. Especially useful for assessment or when starting on solid food, since the amount of food can easily be limited. Two sizes of bowls fit a variety of needs. Small bowl holds slightly less than ⅛ teaspoon, larger bowl slightly more. Durable plastic stands up against reflex biting. 10/pk.

- #MCC80177  SMALL (1” BOWL)  $15.00 pk
- #MCC80178  LARGE (1¼” BOWL)  $16.75 pk

**No-Tip Weighted Base Cup**  
This two-handed cup with weighted base and rounded corners helps young children who need extra help in self-drinking. The weight helps slow the pick-up and directs set-down of the cup. Handles for two-handed hold to aid control. Cup will self-right when released from a lying position. Comes with two spill-proof lids to fit the level of drinking assistance needed by the child. The other lid has a molded plastic mouthpiece. Top-shelf dishwasher-safe. 6½ oz. (192 ml) capacity.

- #MCC80615  CUP  $16.75 ea
- #MCC8061504  4/PK  $37.75 kit

**SafeStraw®**  
This REUSABLE straw holder helps with oral motor control of liquid bolus and prevents choking or aspirating! SafeStraw can be used with any normal straw (not included) and fits a variety of drinking containers such as cups and bottles—a discreet tool. Each suck delivers approximately one teaspoon of liquid. The fluid chamber, one-way valve, and float limit the amount of liquid entering the straw. Once suck is stopped, float sinks to the bottom and is ready to deliver another teaspoonful. Two versions: **White** Straw holder used with thin liquids and the **Blue** is used for nectar-thickened fluids. 12/bx. Reusable with single-client use.

- #MCC80307  WHITE STRAWS  $100.75 bx
- #MCC80308  BLUE STRAWS  $100.75 bx
- #MCC80309  VARIETY (6 EACH OF WHITE AND BLUE)  $100.75 bx
**Controlled Flow™ Baby Feeder**
- First step toward oral feeding for medically fragile infants.
- Six easy-to-adjust settings.
- Introduces fluid at a barely detectable rate to condition the sensory system.
- No need to remove the nipple from the baby’s mouth when transitioning from non-nutritive to nutritive sucking, reducing the risk of disorganized feeding states.
- Color-coded design makes for easy assembly and cleaning.

*Caution: Do not sterilize—must be handwashed with warm water and soap.*

**Preemie Feeder**
- A nipple size for very premature babies.
- The shape is exactly the same to ease transition. The Preemie Nipple is 1⅜”; the Standard Nipple is 1⅝”.
- All other features are the same. Green.

**Sip-Tip™**
- One-way valve holds fluid in the straw, reducing amount of air ingested and the effort required to sip.
- Valve offers moderate restriction, giving the child more control of quantity taken with each drink and helping to ensure that fluid is deposited at the front of the mouth.
- The soft lid seals around the straw and tumbler for spill-resistance, while stabilizing the straw for easier access.
- An optional mouthpiece is available for children who need assistance with lip closure and/or mouth placement.

**Wedge Cup**
- An invaluable cup to aid children with injuries or swallowing difficulties.
- The unique design allows the cup contents to be drained without moving the head back.
- The wedge designed to fit inside the cup directs the flow of the liquid through the opening in the lid without head movement.
- Has an adjustable flow control and large handle. Both hot- and cold-compatible and can be used with thickened liquids.

**Feeding and Nutrition for the Child with Special Needs,** Marsha Dunn Klein and Tracy A. Delaney gives practical information through easy-to-understand, reproducible handouts. A wide selection of techniques and recommendations on feeding and nutrition. Tells what and how to feed children with special needs and how to improve home carryover programs. The 195 handouts are cross-referenced with related materials. Has space for individualized instructions. Topics include breast and bottle feeding, introducing spoon feeding, oral-motor treatment, cup and straw-drinking, tube-feeding, nutrition, and family interactions.

**A Practical Approach to the Management of Saliva (Second Edition),** Amanda Scott and Hilary Johnson introduces the theory and practice of drooling remediation for clients of all ages. Presents a team approach based on theoretical and clinical expertise. It provides a framework for assessment and outlines a range of interventions to meet individual needs. Includes eating and drinking skills, oral-facial facilitation, behavior management, appliances, drugs, and surgery. Offers functional task suggestions, case studies, and clear diagrams to help apply information.

**Follow the Swallow®,** Jo Puntit-Sheltman Flipbook that helps clients, family, and therapists understand and see the motion of both normal and disordered swallowing. Enlarged insets of oral area on each page. Flip pages of these full-color illustrations to show motion of both normal and abnormal physical functioning swallow. Text explanations are provided for each illustration.

**New Edition**

**Follow the Swallow®**, New Edition
- Flipbook that helps clients, family, and therapists understand and see the motion of both normal and disordered swallowing. Enlarged insets of oral area on each page. Flip pages of these full-color illustrations to show motion of both normal and abnormal physical functioning swallow. Text explanations are provided for each illustration.

**Durable card stock, 72 pages**

**Sip-Tip™**
- One-way valve holds fluid in the straw, reducing amount of air ingested and the effort required to sip.
- Valve offers moderate restriction, giving the child more control of quantity taken with each drink and helping to ensure that fluid is deposited at the front of the mouth.
- The soft lid seals around the straw and tumbler for spill-resistance, while stabilizing the straw for easier access.
- An optional mouthpiece is available for children who need assistance with lip closure and/or mouth placement.

Sold only in packs of three cups, lids, and valves, and 10 straws. Optional mouthpieces sold separately in packages of six.
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**A Practical Approach to the Management of Saliva (Second Edition)**
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Education comes to you!

FREE Webinars

24 Self-study courses available 24/7

- **Getting Started**
  From tracheostomy procedures to using a Passy-Muir® Valve and how to start a team

- **Ventilator Application**
  From the basics of in-line use to interdisciplinary decision-making

- **Swallowing**
  From early intervention through rehabilitation, including case presentations

- **Pediatric**
  From protocol development to vent application, including case presentations

- **Special Populations**
  Head & Neck Cancer and Spinal Cord Injury

- **Special Focus**
  Including therapeutic steps, patient outcomes, manager’s perspective, cardiopulmonary rehabilitation and a patient’s view

FREE Educational Materials

FREE Clinical Support 1-800-634-5397

www.passy-muir.com/education
Strengthen the tongue!

Tongue Press
Uses principles of exercise and resistance training for improved speech and swallowing abilities.
p. 40

Stimulate auditory and visual recall!

Flex Your Memory Cards
Using memory triggers, they address retention, working memory, and prospective memory.
p. 10

Discharge auditory and visual recall!

Problem Solving Therapy Program
Over 400 exercises created to stimulate core problem-solving strategies.
p. 27

Strengthen cognitive abilities!

Visuospatial Training Tablet
Various colors and patterns train clients with hemispatial neglect in visual scanning.
p. 30

Attention processing test and treatment tools!

Attention Processing
These identify and remediate across the spectrum of mild to severe brain injuries.
p. 34

Disposable paper nosey cups!

Dual Cup
The perforated cutout removes with just a twist and is convenient and sanitary to use anywhere.
p. 45

Vibratory tool with handle!

Z-Grabber™ Tools and Tips
Versatility to use all the interchangeable tips plus the chewable loop attached to the plastic handle.
p. 65

Over 40 new products!
See inside for more.